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FIG. 1. Experimental technique for measuring spin

correlations. a, After loading the atoms into an optical
lattice we use a spin-removal technique to map the spin cor-
relations onto charge correlations, which can then be detected
using site-resolved imaging. The two spin states are denoted
by green and orange balls. By driving cycling optical tran-
sitions for either spin state with the spin-removal beam we
can eject one spin state from the trap. We can then combine
charge correlations measured in images where we remove each
spin state and where no removal is performed to compute
the local spin correlation (see Methods). b, A typical image
where no atoms are removed.c, A typical image with one of
the spins removed.
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After loading atoms into the lattice we observe AFM
correlations for nearest-neighbors and diagonal next-
nearest-neighbors. These correlations are strongest in
the cloud center where the local chemical potential is set
to approximately half-filling. The spatial maps n

det

(r),
C

1

(r), C
1.4

(r) for colder (top) and hotter (bottom) tem-
peratures are shown in panels a, b, and c, respectively,
of Fig. 2. For these data the interaction is tuned to U =
6.82(10) kHz with t = 850(100) Hz (U/t = 8.0(1)). The
chemical potential is tuned to approximately µ = U/2 in
the center of the cloud for the colder data by adjusting
the atom number to maximize n

det

in the center. To

heat the cloud, we hold the atoms in the optical dipole
trap for 4 s before loading the lattice. After heating, the
maximum detected occupation decreases from 0.89(1)
to 0.84(1) with a slight broadening of the density pro-
file, while the largest magnitude of the nearest-neighbor
correlator decreases from 0.154(3) to 0.052(6). In this
regime, where the exchange energy is much smaller than
both U and the bandwidth, an increase in temperature
quickly saturates the entropy available in the spin de-
gree of freedom while creating little entropy in the charge
degree of freedom, making the nearest-neighbor correla-
tor much more sensitive than the density to temperature
changes.

We take azimuthal averages along the equipotentials
of the underlying harmonic trap to obtain n

det

(r) and
C

d

(r). The resulting profiles are simultaneously fit to the
results of a numerical linked-cluster expansion (NCLE)
of the 2D Hubbard model under a local density ap-
proximation (LDA) (see Methods) [23]. From these fits
we obtain a temperature k

B

T/t = 0.54(7) and chem-
ical potential µ/U = 0.52(1) for the cooler data and
k
B

T/t = 1.53(18) and µ/U = 0.33(1) for the hotter data.
The excellent agreement with theory provides a strong
indication that the local density approximation and the
assumption of thermal equilibrium are valid.

By evaporatively cooling further prior to lattice load-
ing, we are able to prepare samples with even larger
nearest-neighbor correlations. However, for this data,
the NLCE theory error is too large away from half-filling
for the fit to converge, owing to the low temperature.
Because the averaged correlator in the center may not
be at exactly half-filling, by comparing this value for
the coldest dataset to a quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
calculation at half-filling [21], we can determine an up-
per bound on the temperature. The correlator value of
0.190(8) gives k

B

T/t < 0.45(2), close to the predicted
Néel temperature of k

B

T
N

/t = 0.36 for an isotropic
three-dimensional lattice [24]. The QMC calculation also
predicts that the nearest-neighbor correlator settles as
T ! 0 to a value of�0.36. Our largest measured nearest-
neighbor correlation is therefore 53% of the largest pre-
dicted value. In Fig. 2d we plot our largest measured
value of the correlator for samples prepared at di↵erent
temperatures, the temperature derived from the NLCE
fits where they converge (x-axis), and the QMC upper
bound. We find very good agreement between our data
and theoretical prediction, which is consistent with half-
filling at the cloud center.

We see statistically significant antiferromagnetic cor-
relations to distances of three sites and the sign of every
measured correlator value is consistent with antiferro-
magnetic ordering. Our ability to measure correlations
at all length scales allows us to directly extract the corre-
lation length, as shown in Fig. 2e. Samples are prepared
at three di↵erent temperatures with the atom number
optimized to achieve half-filling in the center of the cloud.
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can eject one spin state from the trap. We can then combine
charge correlations measured in images where we remove each
spin state and where no removal is performed to compute
the local spin correlation (see Methods). b, A typical image
where no atoms are removed.c, A typical image with one of
the spins removed.
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FIG. 1. (a) A mobile impurity atom in a non-interacting spin state can be transferred into an interacting spin-state by a
radio-frequency (RF) pulse. We describe the subsequent polaron dynamics using a time-dependent renormalization group
approach. (b) For each fixed time t a flow equation is solved along k which takes into account correlations between phonons
with di↵erent momenta k. This should be contrasted to more traditional approaches, like time-dependent mean-field theory
(MF), where all momentum states are coupled and need to be evolved simultaneously along t. (c) When the RF pulse is weak,
detecting the spin-flip probability allows a measurement of the spectral function of the impurity. (d) When a strong RF ⇡-pulse
is used, interesting polaron formation dynamics can be observed. In this case the trajectories of impurities with a finite initial
momentum can be non-monotonic. In (c) we only used the Bogoliubov approximation and included two-phonon terms in the
polaron Hamiltonian as in Refs. [25, 26, 28]. We used the same parameters as in the experiment by Hu et al. [17] with a
mixture of 40K impurities in a 87Rb BEC: n

0

= 1.8 ⇥ 1014cm�3, a
BB

= 100a
0

and we employed a UV cut-o↵ ⇤
0

= 103/⇠
where ⇠ is the corresponding healing length of the BEC. We performed calculations at vanishing polaron momentum, P = 0.
In (d) we solve the problem of an impurity with finite momentum P > 0, but sub-sonic, using the Fröhlich model. The polaron
trajectory x

imp

(t) is shown after an interaction quench of the polaronic coupling constant from ↵ = 0 to ↵ = 2.1. The initial
impurity velocity was P/M = 0.5c, and the mass ratio is M/m

B

= 0.5. We used a sharp UV cut-o↵ at ⇤
0

= 20/⇠ in the
calculations, and c denotes the speed of sound in the BEC.

trusted, or even applied, on the other hand. Nevertheless,
progress has been made in solving the dynamics of sev-
eral model systems. For example, in one dimension the
numerical DMRG method [29, 30] has been generalized
for calculating time-dependent quantities, and it is now
a widely used tool in these systems [31–33]. In higher
dimensions the numerical DMFT method has also been
generalized for solving dynamical problems [34]. Semi-
analytical methods for solving dynamical problems, on
the other hand, have been much less developed. Time-
dependent variational calculations, based on Dirac’s vari-
ational principle [35], provide an important exception,
but the accuracy of their results is not known in most
of the cases. Another approach which can capture dy-
namics is Wegener’s flow equation method [36] where the
Hamiltonian is approximately diagonalized by a sequence
of unitary transformations. Conceptually our tRG ap-
proach is closely related to Wegener’s method.

Our paper is organized as follows. After providing a
brief overview of the research on Bose polarons in ul-
tracold atoms in the remainder of this introduction, in
Sec. II we discuss the e↵ective Hamiltonian which is used
for our calculations. In Sec. III we provide an overview of
our method, explain its key mechanism and present the
tRG flow equations. We use them to solve concrete dy-
namical problems of mobile impurities in ultracold quan-
tum gases and present our results in Sec. IV. In Sec. V
the derivation of the tRG equations is provided and we
explain the details of our approach. We conclude and
give an outlook in Sec. VI.

A. Bose polarons in Bose-Einstein condensates

Bose polarons can be realized in a Bose-Einstein con-
densate (BEC), by introducing mobile impurity particles
which interact with the excitations of the host system
[28, 37–39]. While the initial theoretical [37, 38, 40–49]
and experimental [13–15] work on this problem focused
on the e↵ective Fröhlich model, valid at weak couplings,
it has been realized first in Ref. [28] and later in [50–52]
that additional two-phonon terms need to be included in
the Hamiltonian for providing an accurate description of
Bose polarons at strong couplings. More recently we have
argued that the main e↵ect of such two-phonon terms is
to renormalize the e↵ective Fröhlich Hamiltonian describ-
ing the Bose polaron [26].

The experimental exploration of the strongly interact-
ing regime has recently started by the measurement of the
spectral function of the impurity [16, 17]. The observed
spectra are in good agreement with theoretical predic-
tions by truncated basis methods [16, 28, 50, 51], T-
matrix calculations [28] and time-dependent mean-field
(MF) theory [25]. This is somewhat surprising, given how
di↵erent the corresponding wavefunctions for the various
approaches are expected to be [25, 26]. Indeed, to distin-
guish between di↵erent theoretical descriptions and un-
derstand the fate of the polaron at strong couplings, addi-
tional measurements are required [26]. The direct obser-
vation of polaron dynamics, for example of the impurity’s
trajectory after a sudden interaction quench, provides a
compelling alternative approach [13, 27].

Multi-particle bound states?

Magnetic polarons: hole-doped Mott insulators

Strong spin-hole correlations!     
Ñ whatÕs the Òfree impurityÓ?

É.
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atoms. Polaron energies obtained by our method are in excellent agreement with recent 
diagrammatic Monte Carlo (MC) calculations [Vlietinck et al., arXiv:1406.6506] for a wide range 
of interaction strengths. Our approach not only constitutes a numerically efficient quantitative 
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The Bogoliubov-Fröhlich Model

RG approach to the polaron problem

Results - Equilibrium

Bogoliubov theory of weakly interacting BEC

neglect quantum depletion of condensate by impurity [5]

scattering amplitude:

Sequence of unitary transformations:

Bogoliubov-Fröhlich Hamiltonian:

Polaron energy:

dimensionless coupling constants:
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Results - Non-equilibrium

Polaron formation:

Can be measured using RF spectroscopy [7,8]

Spectral function:
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Interaction quench at time t=0:

Before the RG:

Logarithmic UV divergence found!
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[2] MF ansatz [8]:

Dynamical RG for time-dependence of observables:

During/after the RG:

renormalized impurity massrenormalized polaron energy

Calculate dynamics of an observable:

Apply an RG step:

use:

Average over fast quantum fluctuations (can be justified perturbatively)

Single impurity atom in a BEC
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9.2 Fundamental Concepts

In this section we lay out the fundamental theoretical concepts required for a description
of the Bose polaron in a BEC. We start by deriving the Fr¬ohlich polaron Hamiltonian in
9.2.1, based on the discussion in [315, 24]. Next, in 9.2.2, we discuss the applicability of the
model to describe realistic experiments, and address the question under which conditions the
intermediate-coupling regime can be reached. In the remainder we introduce the standard
theoretical approaches to solve for the groundstate of the polaron Hamiltonian. To this end
we Þrst discuss the Lee-Low-Pines (or polaron-) unitary transformation in 9.2.3, allowing to
switch to a basis where the polaron momentum is explicitly conserved [19]. Then we describe
in detail the MF theory of the polaron in 9.2.4, valid in the weak-coupling regime, which is the
starting point for all discussions in the following sections. In 9.2.5 we Þnish this introductory
section by a brief summary of the strong-coupling treatment of the polaron due to Landau
and Pekar [18, 17], which was historically the Þrst approach to the polaron problem.

This section is intended as a review of the existing literature about Bose polarons, coined
by the personal perspective of the author. All relevant references will be given in the text.

9.2.1 Polaron Hamiltonian for Impurities in a BEC

The starting point for our discussion is a d-dimensional BEC of Bosons (B) with impurity
atoms (I) immersed in it, see FIG. 9.1 (a). The density of the BEC will be denoted byn0.
For concreteness, in the rest of this Chapter we will restrict ourselves to three dimensional
systems,d = 3, but we return to the general case in Chap.11. We denote the mass of bosons
by mB and describe them in second quantization by the Þeld operatorö! (r ). The impurity
atoms on the other hand are assumed to carry a massM and we describe them also in second
quantization by the Þeld operator ö" (r ). Note that in the following we always restrict our
analysis to the case of small impurity density (such that the average distance between two
impurities is much larger than the polaron radius and the inter-boson distancen�1/3

0 ), allowing
us to treat a single-impurity problem. Then we will sometimes switch to Þrst quantization
to describe the impurity, but here we Þnd it convenient to keep the formalism general. To
describe interactions between an impurity and the bosons, as well as between two equivalent
bosons, we employ contact pseudopotentials with strengthgIB and gBB respectively. We thus
arrive at a microscopic many-body Hamiltonian (setting ~ = 1)

öH =
!

d3r ö!   (r )
"
� r2

2mB
+ VB(r ) +

gBB

2
ö!   (r ) ö! (r )

#
ö! (r )+

+
!

d3r ö"   (r )
"
� r2

2M
+ VI (r ) + gIB ö!   (r ) ö! (r )

#
ö" (r ), (9.1)

where in addition we considered potentialsVI ,B(r ) for both the impurities and the bosons.
In typical cold-atom experiments both VI ,B(r ) include harmonic conÞnement potentials, but
since they are typically weak we will ignore them in the following. In Chapter 11 we will
consider the case whenVI (r ) describes a deep species-selective optical lattice seen only by the
impurity. For the discussion in this Chapter, however, we assumeVI ,B(r ) ⌘ 0.

Fröhlich Hamiltonian in a BEC

It was shown by Tempere et al. [24] that Eq.(9.1) gives rise to an e! ective Fr¬ohlich polaron
Hamiltonian, describing the interactions of the impurity atoms with the collective phonon
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Quantum Dynamics of Ultracold Bose Polarons
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We analyze the dynamics of Bose polarons in the vicinity of a Feshbach resonance between the impurity
and host atoms. We compute the radio-frequency absorption spectra for the case when the initial state of the
impurity is noninteracting and the final state is strongly interacting with the host atoms. We compare results
of different theoretical approaches including a single excitation expansion, a self-consistent T-matrix
method, and a time-dependent coherent state approach. Our analysis reveals sharp spectral features arising
from metastable states with several Bogoliubov excitations bound to the impurity atom. This surprising
result of the interplay of many-body and few-body Efimov type bound state physics can only be obtained
by going beyond the commonly used Fröhlich model and including quasiparticle scattering processes.
Close to the resonance we find that strong fluctuations lead to a broad, incoherent absorption spectrum
where no quasiparticle peak can be assigned.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.113002

Understanding the role of few-body correlations in
many-body systems is a challenging problem that arises
in many areas of physics. Few particle systems can be
studied using powerful techniques of scattering theory such
as Faddeev equations, hyperspherical formalism, or effec-
tive field theory [1Ð5]. These approaches have been
successfully applied to investigate collisions of hadrons
[6,7] and Efimov resonances in ultracold atoms [8,9]. On
the other hand the common approach to interacting many-
body systems is to use the mean-field approximation,
which reduces a many-body problem to an effective single
particle Hamiltonian with self-consistently determined
fields. While this approach provides a good description
of many fundamental states, including magnetic, super-
conducting, and superfluid phases [10], in many cases it is
important to go beyond the mean-field paradigm and
include correlations at a few particle level. Recent notable
examples include 4e pairing in high-Tc superconductors
[11], spin nematic states [12], chains and clusters of
molecules in ultracold atoms [13Ð16], and the QCD phase
diagram in high-energy physics [17,18]. A particularly
important class of problems where few-body correlations
play a crucial role is the formation of quasiparticles and
polarons. The key feature of both is the dramatic change in
the particle dynamics due to the interaction with collective
excitations of the many-body system. Famous examples
include lattice polarons in semiconductors [19,20], mag-
netic polarons in strongly correlated systems [21Ð23], and
3He atoms in superfluid 4He [24].
Recent experiments with ultracold atoms opened a new

chapter in the study of polaronic physics [25Ð57]. These
systems have tunable interactions between impurity and
host atoms [58] and powerful experimental techniques for
characterizing many-body states include spectroscopy

[27,30Ð32], Ramsey interferometry [36], time of flight
experiments [37], and in situ measurements with single
atom resolution [35,59].
In this Letter we explore the dynamics of Bose polarons

in the specific setting of radio-frequency (rf) spectroscopy
of impurity atoms immersed in a Bose-Einstein condensate
(BEC). The most striking finding of our study is the
breakdown of the polaron quasiparticle picture close to
the resonance (see Fig. 1). This is the result of the interplay
between few- and many-body correlations which also
manifest themselves as the appearance of sharp spectral

FIG. 1. Absorption spectra AðωÞ of a single impurity immersed
in a BEC as a function of the inverse interaction strength
1=ðn1=3aIBÞ. The polaron (4) and bound state (7) energies are
shown as solid and dashed lines. For 1=ðn1=3aIBÞ ≫ 1 the energy
of the first bound state approaches the dimer binding energy
(dash-dotted line). The spectrum is shown for a momentum cutoff
! n−1=3 ¼ 20, Bose scattering length aBBn1=3 ¼ 0.05, and mass-
balanced system mI ¼ mB.
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FIG. 1. To investigate polarons at arbitrary couplings, we extend
the perturbative RG approach introduced in Ref. [12]. Here we
compare polaron energiesEp of an impurity atom in a three-
dimensional BEC, calculated using different techniques within the
approximate Fr¬ohlich model.Ep = E0 − gIBn0 is deÞned by the
ground state energyE0 from which the mean-Þeld contributiongIBn0

is subtracted. As explained in Refs. [10,12,20] the mean Þeld needs
to be properly regularized. The extended RG scheme reproduces
accurately the energy predicted by numerical diagrammatic Monte
Carlo calculations by Vlietincket al. [20] for arbitrary couplings.
The simpler perturbative RG approach [12] agrees with these results
only for moderate values ofα ! 4. Parameters areM/m = 0.26316,
"0 = 3000/ξ , andP = 0 for all curves.

coupling constant) the ground state energies obtained from the
perturbative RG compare poorly with diagrammatic Monte
Carlo results, see Fig.1. Second, in the regime of light
impurities at strong couplings, where quantum ßuctuations are
dominant, the perturbative RG predicts an unphysical diver-
gence of the effective polaron mass, similar to the prediction of
a simple perturbation theory in the impurity-phonon coupling.
In this article we show that both these problems originate
from the insufÞciency of using only perturbation theory in the
derivation of the RG ßow.

We extended the RG by going beyond perturbation theory
in every RG step, each time effectively summing up an inÞnite
number of diagrams. As a result we obtain an efÞcient semi-
analytical theory for the polaron which provides an accurate
quantitative description of the ground state for arbitrary
coupling strengths, see Fig.1. The key insight is to expand
the renormalized Hamiltonian around its new MF ground state
after every RG step. This approach is not restricted to Fr¬ohlich
Hamiltonians, but may be applied to much broader classes
of systems to obtain a quantitative description of correlated
ground states from the renormalization group approach in
general.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.II we introduce
the Bogoliubov-Fr¬ohlich model describing polarons in a
weakly interacting BEC which we will use to benchmark
the extended RG approach. We emphasize however that our
method is applicable to a much broader class of systems.
In Sec. III we provide an overview of our method and
introduce the coupling constants ßowing in the RG protocol. In
Sec.IV we discuss concrete results for impurity atoms inside

a BEC (described by the approximate Fr¬ohlich Hamiltonian)
which we compare to quantum Monte Carlo calculations
and results obtained using FeynmanÕs variational method
within the same model. We calculate the phase diagram of
the Bogoliubov-Fr¬ohlich model for all values of the two
dimensionless coupling constants in two spatial dimensions.
Its qualitative shape in the regime where the impurity is
much lighter than host bosons is explained in Sec.V. In
Sec.VI we present the detailed derivation of the extended RG
method. We close with a summary and by giving an outlook in
Sec.VII .

II. MODEL

Traditionally the polaron problem was investigated in the
context of solid state physics, however recently impurity
atoms immersed in ultracold quantum gases have become an
increasingly important model system for studying polaronic
effects [6Ð10]. These ultra clean systems are ideally suited for
an investigation of polaron physics because of the powerful
experimental tools available and the tunability of many
model parameters over a wide range. The impurity phonon
interactions can be controlled using Feshbach resonances [21]
and the effective impurity mass can be tuned almost at will
by coupling to light Þelds [22]. This motivates us to study
a model relevant to ultracold atoms in the following. The
main objective of our work, however, is to understand the
physics of the Fr¬ohlich Hamiltonian in general, and our
method can be applied to much more general classes of
systems.

It was suggested in Ref. [19] that a single impurity atom in-
teracting with a surrounding Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC)
can be described by the Bogoliubov-Fr¬ohlich Hamiltonian

öH = gIBn0 +
öp2

2M
+

! "0

dd k[Vke
ik·ör (öak + öa 

−k) + ωk öa 
k öak]

(1)

in d spatial dimensions, under conditions where the con-
densate depletion in the vicinity of the impurity remains
small [7,10,23]. Here öp (ör ) denote the impurity momentum
(position) operators respectively, andöak annihilates a Bogoli-
ubov excitation of the BEC. The mass of the impurity isM and
"0 is a UV momentum cutoff required for regularization [10].
The scattering amplitude is deÞned by

Vk =
√

α
c
√

ξ

2π
√

2

"
1 + mB

M

#"
k2ξ2

2 + k2ξ2

# 1/4

(2)

where α = a2
IB/(aBBξ ) is the 3d dimensionless coupling

constant [19], aIB (aBB) is the impurity-boson (boson-boson)
scattering length,ξ and c denote the healing length and
the speed of sound in the BEC, andmB = 1/(

√
2cξ ) is the

mass of bosons in the BEC.n0 is the density of the BEC
and gIB = aIB2π (1/mB + 1/M) is the effective interaction
strength (note thatgIB needs to be regularized by the UV
cutoff in 3d, see, e.g., Refs. [19,24,25]).

The Bogoliubov dispersion is given byωk =
ck

$
1 + k2ξ2/2. The dependence ofVk and ωk on the

momentum k is speciÞc for the BEC polaron, but our

144302-2
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Appendix A: Comparison to experiments

In Fig. 9 we compare the polaron energies predicted by
our RG approach to the peak positions measured recently
in radio-frequency absorption spectra [13, 14].

In the Þrst experiment [13] the BEC is very weakly in-
teracting and the model which we use for the RG, based
on the Bogoliubov approximation, should be accurate.
The agreement of our data with the experiment is rea-
sonable, although we would have expected smaller devi-
ations for weak interactions. We notice however that the
agreement with the experimental data is excellent when
we shift the resonance position horizontally, but the rea-
son for this is unclear. Our prediction from the RG is in
excellent agreement with the theoretical calculations pre-
sented in Ref. [13], except at very strong couplings where
the spectrum is extremely broad and the comparison in
Fig. 9 is not meaningful.

For the second experiment [14] we obtain excellent
agreement of the repulsive polaron energies. In this case
shifting the resonance position does not improve the com-
parison. For weak attractive interactions the agreement
is also excellent. For strong attractive interactions the
RG predicts a divergence of the polaron energy which is
not seen in the experiment. We attribute this to the fact
that, in the experiment, the position of a broad feature
with a large weight in the spectrum is recorded. As has
been shown in Ref. [38] by a calculation of the spectral
function, this position does not coincide with the polaron
energy in the strong coupling regime. Hence a compar-
ison of our results with the data is meaningless in this
regime.

Appendix B: Polaronic self-trapping

Investigating the polaron mass allows to study the self-
trapping of the impurity predicted in the strong-coupling
regime by Landau and Pekar [1, 2]. It can be character-
ized by a dramatic increase of the polaron mass, as ob-
served in Fig. 3, which e! ectively localizes the impurity
[22]. There has been considerable debate in the litera-
ture whether this self-trapping is possible with ultracold
atoms, and if it is, whether there exists is a smooth cross-
over or a true polaronic phase transition.

So far the discussion in the literature was restricted to
the Fr¬ohlich model, where FeynmanÕs variational path-
integral method suggests a sharp self-trapping transition
[21] for su" ciently light impurities [23]. The applicabil-
ity of FeynmanÕs method in the intermediate coupling
regime has been questioned, however [30, 32, 70]. Using

more sophisticated methods to describe quantum ßuctu-
ations in this regime [30, 31, 37, 71] it has has been shown
that self-trapping takes place by a cross-over through an
extended intermediate coupling regime. This e! ect be-
comes particularly pronounced for light impurities [36].
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FIG. 9. We compare predictions for the polaron energy, ob-
tained by the RG approach presented here, with recent mea-
surements from radio-frequency absorption spectra. The ex-
perimental data points correspond to the center of the peak in
the absorption spectrum whereas our theoretical curves cor-
respond to the polaron energy and do not take into account
incoherent excitations. In (a) we compare to the experiment
by J¿rgensen et al. [13] with a mixture of di ! erent hyperÞne
states of 39 K. The parameters used for our theoretical anal-
ysis are the same as in Figs. 3 and 2. In (b) we compare to
the experiment by Hu et al. [14] with a mixture of 87 Rb and
40 K impurities. In this case we used n0 = 1 .8 ! 1014 cm! 3,
aBB = 100a0 and we employed a UV cut-o! " 0 = 10 3/ ! .
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the absorption spectrum whereas our theoretical curves cor-
respond to the polaron energy and do not take into account
incoherent excitations. In (a) we compare to the experiment
by J¿rgensen et al. [13] with a mixture of di ! erent hyperÞne
states of 39 K. The parameters used for our theoretical anal-
ysis are the same as in Figs. 3 and 2. In (b) we compare to
the experiment by Hu et al. [14] with a mixture of 87 Rb and
40 K impurities. In this case we used n0 = 1 .8 ! 1014 cm�3,
aBB = 100a0 and we employed a UV cut-o! " 0 = 10 3/ ! .
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QUANTUM DYNAMICS OF IMPURITIES IN A ONE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 85, 023623 (2012)

FIG. 3. (Color online) Upper panel: oscillations of the K impurities axial width σ =
!

⟨x2⟩ after extinction of the confining SSDP, for
different interaction strengths with the surrounding Rb bulk, η = g1D,KRb/g1D,Rb. Solid lines represent a fit to data, and triangles the Rb axial
size. Inset images show the observed in situ density distributions of Rb (red, left) and K (blue, right) within a window of 200 × 150 µm. Lower
panel: values of the fit parameters ω/2π , γ , and β (left to right, see text for definition).

thus exploring the Rb inhomogeneous density profile. Such
inhomogeneity along the tubes axis adds to the inhomogeneity
of the tube’s filling. In the following, we account for the
inhomogeneity using the local density approximation, i.e.,
by considering homogeneous systems with different values
of Rb linear density. As K impurities are initially confined
in the middle of Rb, the first oscillation is less affected by Rb
inhomogeneous density than the following ones. Therefore we
focus our analysis on the value of the maximum size reached in
the first oscillation, after 3 ms of expansion: σp ≡ σ (t = 3 ms).
Such value closely reflects the oscillation amplitude A as, for
short times, both the slope and the damping have a negligible
effect.

Figure 4 shows the dependence of σp on the relative
coupling strength η: values of η of the order of the unity
are sufficient to induce a significant amplitude reduction, if
compared to the noninteracting case η = 0. It is important
to remark that, if mean-field interactions dominated, we
would observe an opposite behavior for positive and negative
η values. As σp decreases with |η|, independently of its
sign, we conclude that mere mean-field interactions cannot
explain our experimental findings. We also notice a saturation
behavior for η > 4 that cannot be due to the washing out of
the Feshbach resonance caused by magnetic field instability
(∼10µT). Instead, it might be related to a crossover to
the three-dimensional (3D) regime, as we estimate that for
η = 15 the mean-field interaction energy of the K impurities,
g1D,KRbn1D,Rb, equals the band gap of the 2D lattice. As
our theory cannot describe this 1D to 3D crossover, and
furthermore the inclusion of the 1D bound states between
K and Rb for η < 0 also cannot be adequately captured,

we have calculated
!

mK/m∗
K only in the range 0 < η ! 8

in Fig. 3.
To some extent, the amplitude of the first oscillation could

reflect different preparation temperatures of the K sample in the
light blade, as the efficiency of the thermalization with the Rb
background depends on the strength of interactions. Thus, we
recorded the first oscillation of K impurities prepared at large
η and expanding at zero interactions, and compared it with
the oscillations of samples prepared and expanded at large (or

FIG. 4. (Color online) Experiment: impurities’ axial size at
the first oscillation maximum σp , normalized so that σp = 1 for
η = 0, versus the coupling strength parameter η = g1D,KRb/g1D,Rb,
for attractive (left, η < 0) and repulsive (right, η > 0) interactions
(circles). Theory:

!
mK/m∗

K calculated with impurity-bath coupling
g1D,KRb derived from two-body scattering [24] (solid line) and with
g1D,KRb multiplied by a fit parameter (dashed line). Both curves are
computed for a Rb density of 7 atoms/µm and γ̃ = 0.
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different interaction strengths with the surrounding Rb bulk,η = g1D,KRb/g 1D,Rb. Solid lines represent a Þt to data, and triangles the Rb axial
size. Inset images show the observedin situ density distributions of Rb (red, left) and K (blue, right) within a window of 200× 150µm. Lower
panel: values of the Þt parametersω/ 2π , γ , andβ (left to right, see text for deÞnition).

thus exploring the Rb inhomogeneous density proÞle. Such
inhomogeneity along the tubes axis adds to the inhomogeneity
of the tubeÕs Þlling. In the following, we account for the
inhomogeneity using the local density approximation, i.e.,
by considering homogeneous systems with different values
of Rb linear density. As K impurities are initially conÞned
in the middle of Rb, the Þrst oscillation is less affected by Rb
inhomogeneous density than the following ones. Therefore we
focus our analysis on the value of the maximum size reached in
the Þrst oscillation, after 3 ms of expansion:σp ≡ σ (t = 3 ms).
Such value closely reßects the oscillation amplitudeA as, for
short times, both the slope and the damping have a negligible
effect.

Figure 4 shows the dependence ofσp on the relative
coupling strengthη: values ofη of the order of the unity
are sufÞcient to induce a signiÞcant amplitude reduction, if
compared to the noninteracting caseη = 0. It is important
to remark that, if mean-Þeld interactions dominated, we
would observe an opposite behavior for positive and negative
η values. Asσp decreases with|η|, independently of its
sign, we conclude that mere mean-Þeld interactions cannot
explain our experimental Þndings. We also notice a saturation
behavior forη > 4 that cannot be due to the washing out of
the Feshbach resonance caused by magnetic Þeld instability
(∼10µT). Instead, it might be related to a crossover to
the three-dimensional (3D) regime, as we estimate that for
η = 15 the mean-Þeld interaction energy of the K impurities,
g1D,KRbn1D,Rb, equals the band gap of the 2D lattice. As
our theory cannot describe this 1D to 3D crossover, and
furthermore the inclusion of the 1D bound states between
K and Rb for η < 0 also cannot be adequately captured,

we have calculated
!

mK /m ∗
K only in the range 0< η ! 8

in Fig. 3.
To some extent, the amplitude of the Þrst oscillation could

reßect different preparation temperatures of the K sample in the
light blade, as the efÞciency of the thermalization with the Rb
background depends on the strength of interactions. Thus, we
recorded the Þrst oscillation of K impurities prepared at large
η and expanding at zero interactions, and compared it with
the oscillations of samples prepared and expanded at large (or

FIG. 4. (Color online) Experiment: impuritiesÕ axial size at
the Þrst oscillation maximumσp , normalized so thatσp = 1 for
η = 0, versus the coupling strength parameterη = g1D,KRb/g 1D,Rb,
for attractive (left,η < 0) and repulsive (right,η > 0) interactions
(circles). Theory:

!
mK /m ∗

K calculated with impurity-bath coupling
g1D,KRb derived from two-body scattering [24] (solid line) and with
g1D,KRb multiplied by a Þt parameter (dashed line). Both curves are
computed for a Rb density of 7 atoms/µ m and ÷γ = 0.
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FIG. 3. E↵ective polaron mass M
p

: We compare theoretical predictions for M
p

with the experimental data by Catani et al. [7],
obtained from a direct measurement of the amplitude renormalization factor

p
M/M

p

of polaron oscillations in a harmonic trap.
The solid purple theoretical curve (Feynman, exponential cut-o↵) was also taken from Ref. [7] and corresponds to calculations
based on Feynman’s path integral approach, using the e↵ective Fröhlich Hamiltonian Ĥ0

F defined by Eqs. (12), (13). Other
theoretical curves are obtained from our own calculations, based on the Hamiltonians indicated in the legend. The shaded area
on the attractive side corresponds to the regime where the RG (assuming the Hamiltonian Ĥ

BF

= ĤF + Ĥ
2ph

) breaks down.
DMC calculations were performed for N = 50 particles and we checked that finite-size corrections are small.

regime, both repulsive and attractive, without any free
fitting parameter.

In their original analysis of the experiment, Catani and
co-workers [7] performed numerical calculations starting
from an e↵ective Fröhlich Hamiltonian Ĥ !

F (defined in
Sec. IVA) which they derived using bosonization tech-
niques [42]. Then they applied Feynman’s path integral
method [38] to obtain the e↵ective polaron mass. Sur-
prisingly, their prediction shown by the thick purple line
in Fig. 3 yields rather poor agreement even in the weak
coupling regime and fails to explain quantitatively the ex-
perimental observations. This raises the following ques-
tions, the answers to which we anticipate already before
explaining them in the remainder of this section.

(i) It has been argued before that Feynman’s path in-
tegral method becomes inadequate for intermediate
coupling strengths ⌘ if the impurity is too light [16–
18]. Is this method valid for the experimental pa-
rameters? – We will show that Feynman’s approach
is very accurate in the regime considered here.

(ii) To calculate the polaronic mass shift from Feyn-
man’s approach, Catani et al. [7] used an estimate
based on variational parameters instead of a full
evaluation of the Green’s function. This can lead
to sizable deviations for polarons in ultracold quan-
tum gases [14, 16]. Does the estimate work in the
present case? – While the estimate leads to sizable
deviations, it is not su�cient to fully explain the
disagreement with the experiment.

(iii) The Fröhlich model is only applicable for su�-
ciently weak couplings. Where does this approx-
imation break down? – For |⌘| . 3, given the pa-
rameters form the experiment [7], a description in

terms of a Fröhlich Hamiltonian leads to quantita-
tively correct description.

(iv) The e↵ective Fröhlich Hamiltonian Ĥ !
F derived

from bosonization di↵ers from Ĥ F obtained from
Bogoliubov theory in the way how the UV regu-
larization is performed. Does this explain the dis-
agreement between theory and experiment? – In
the one-dimensional polaron cloud, phonons from
all energies contribute. Therefore the polaron prop-
erties are very sensitive to the details of the UV
regularization. This causes the large deviations be-
tween theory and experiment shown in Fig. 3.

A. UV regularization of the Fr¬ohlich model

The e↵ective Fröhlich Hamiltonian derived from Bo-
goliubov theory, see Eqs. (4)-(6) and (7), does not re-
quire any UV regularization in one dimension and we
can simply set the UV cut-o↵ ⇤0 = ! . At momenta
k & 1/ ⇠ the Bogoliubov dispersion becomes quadratic,
!k " k2/ 2mB , making all quantities (the e↵ective mass,
the polaron energy, etc.) well behaved.
On the other hand, if bosonization is used to derive

an e↵ective Fröhlich Hamiltonian Ĥ !
F (as in Eq. (6) but

with a di↵erent dispersion !

!
k and scattering amplitude

V !
k ) for an impurity inside a Luttinger liquid, only the

low-energy physics are captured correctly. In this spirit
it was assumed in Ref. [7] that phonons have a purely
linear dispersion,

!

!
k = ck, (12)

and they derived the following expression for the scatter-

Vk '
!

k! e! k/2kcBosonization (Catani et al.):
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based on Feynman’s path integral approach, using the e↵ective Fröhlich Hamiltonian Ĥ0

F defined by Eqs. (12), (13). Other
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on the attractive side corresponds to the regime where the RG (assuming the Hamiltonian Ĥ

BF

= ĤF + Ĥ
2ph

) breaks down.
DMC calculations were performed for N = 50 particles and we checked that finite-size corrections are small.

regime, both repulsive and attractive, without any free
fitting parameter.

In their original analysis of the experiment, Catani and
co-workers [7] performed numerical calculations starting
from an e↵ective Fröhlich Hamiltonian Ĥ0

F

(defined in
Sec. IVA) which they derived using bosonization tech-
niques [42]. Then they applied Feynman’s path integral
method [38] to obtain the e↵ective polaron mass. Sur-
prisingly, their prediction shown by the thick purple line
in Fig. 3 yields rather poor agreement even in the weak
coupling regime and fails to explain quantitatively the ex-
perimental observations. This raises the following ques-
tions, the answers to which we anticipate already before
explaining them in the remainder of this section.

(i) It has been argued before that Feynman’s path in-
tegral method becomes inadequate for intermediate
coupling strengths ⌘ if the impurity is too light [16–
18]. Is this method valid for the experimental pa-
rameters? – We will show that Feynman’s approach
is very accurate in the regime considered here.

(ii) To calculate the polaronic mass shift from Feyn-
man’s approach, Catani et al. [7] used an estimate
based on variational parameters instead of a full
evaluation of the Green’s function. This can lead
to sizable deviations for polarons in ultracold quan-
tum gases [14, 16]. Does the estimate work in the
present case? – While the estimate leads to sizable
deviations, it is not su�cient to fully explain the
disagreement with the experiment.

(iii) The Fröhlich model is only applicable for su�-
ciently weak couplings. Where does this approx-
imation break down? – For |⌘| . 3, given the pa-
rameters form the experiment [7], a description in

terms of a Fröhlich Hamiltonian leads to quantita-
tively correct description.

(iv) The e↵ective Fröhlich Hamiltonian Ĥ0
F

derived
from bosonization di↵ers from Ĥ

F

obtained from
Bogoliubov theory in the way how the UV regu-
larization is performed. Does this explain the dis-
agreement between theory and experiment? – In
the one-dimensional polaron cloud, phonons from
all energies contribute. Therefore the polaron prop-
erties are very sensitive to the details of the UV
regularization. This causes the large deviations be-
tween theory and experiment shown in Fig. 3.

A. UV regularization of the Fröhlich model

The e↵ective Fröhlich Hamiltonian derived from Bo-
goliubov theory, see Eqs. (4)-(6) and (7), does not re-
quire any UV regularization in one dimension and we
can simply set the UV cut-o↵ ⇤0 = ! . At momenta
k & 1/ ⇠ the Bogoliubov dispersion becomes quadratic,
!

k

" k2/ 2mB, making all quantities (the e↵ective mass,
the polaron energy, etc.) well behaved.
On the other hand, if bosonization is used to derive

an e↵ective Fröhlich Hamiltonian Ĥ0
F

(as in Eq. (6) but
with a di↵erent dispersion !

0
k

and scattering amplitude
V 0
k

) for an impurity inside a Luttinger liquid, only the
low-energy physics are captured correctly. In this spirit
it was assumed in Ref. [7] that phonons have a purely
linear dispersion,

!

0
k

= ck, (12)

and they derived the following expression for the scatter-
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Strong coupling: beyond Fršhlich
Mean-Þeld (MF) theory: Shchadilova et al., PRL 117 (2016)
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FIG. 6. The polaron energy calculated from MF theory and
using the RG method, for parameters as in the Florence ex-
periment [7]. For comparison, results from our DMC calcula-
tions are shown for which we performed extrapolations to the
thermodynamic limit N ! 1, see Appendix C for details.
The di↵erent regimes discussed in the text are indicated in
the top row. In the shaded area the RG approach breaks
down. For weak attractive interactions, ! c,RG < ! < 0, a
meta-stable attractive polaron exists. On the other hand, for
strong attractive interactions, ! < ! c,MF , two branches can
be realized. The energetically lower branch (energies not cal-
culated) contains molecular bound states [23, 24, 45], while
the energetically higher branch corresponds to a repulsive po-
laron with attractive microscopic interactions. The latter can
be understood as an analogue of the super-Tonks-Girardeau
state [46, 47] for a single impurity. For more details on the
phase diagram, see Appendix B and Ref. [31].

In Fig. 5 we also show results from a DMC quasi-1D
calculation, taking into account the Þnite extend of the
wave function in radial direction. The excellent agree-
ment with our fully 1D DMC calculations suggests that
the large deviations from the experimental data in the
strong coupling regime cannot be explained by the inßu-
ence of radially excited states in the trap and the relevant
physics remains one-dimensional. The details of this cal-
culation can be found in Sec. VII A.

In-medium Feshbach resonance.ÐFor a symmetric situ-
ation where the polaron momentump = 0 vanishes, ! MF
is given by Eq. (16). This mean-Þeld expression suggests
the existence of a transition at a critical attractive cou-
pling strength

gMF
IB ,c = ! 2"

! "
dk

W 2
k

#k + k2/ 2M

#! 1

< 0. (24)

At gMF
IB ,c the MF solution diverges, ! MF " # , corre-

sponding to an inÞnite number of phonons in the po-
laron cloud. At this point the polaron energy also di-
verges and changes sign, see Eq. (22). In Fig. 6 the MF
polaron energy is calculated and the MF critical value
$c,MF = gMF

IB ,c /g BB is shown. In Fig. 7 we also calcu-
late the density proÞle of the bosons. When$c,MF is

approached from$ = 0, a large number of bosons accu-
mulates around the impurity.

In general one should be cautious that the inclusion
of quantum ßuctuations can change the position of the
transition compared to the MF prediction, or even make
it disappear completely. We address this problem in Ap-
pendix B, where quantum ßuctuations are included using
an RG approach, see also Ref. [31].

For an impurity inside a non-interacting Bose gas, the
critical value gMF

IB ,c = 0 corresponds to the point where we
expect the appearance of a bound state in one dimension.
At the same time the one-dimensional scattering length
aIB = ! (1/M + 1 /m B )/g IB diverges [48], corresponding
to a 1D Feshbach resonance. When the Bose gas is inter-
acting, the position of this Feshbach resonance is shifted,
and it is now located at the bare two-particle interac-
tion gMF

IB ,c . This behavior is reminiscent of the in-medium
shift of Feshbach resonances predicted for Bose polarons
in three dimensions [23, 31].

Logarithmic IR divergence of the polaron energy.ÐIn
contrast to the 3D case [23], expression (22) for the
MF polaron energy is fully convergent when the large-
momentum cut-o! " 0 is sent to inÞnity. However, it has
a logarithmic divergence when the small-momentum cut-
o! %is sent to zero,

gIB

2"

" ⇤0

�

dk sinh2 &k $ ! gIB log%�" 0!" sgn(gIB ) % # .

(25)
This infrared (IR) divergence can be regularized by in-
cluding quantum ßuctuations using the RG approach pre-
sented in Sec. V B. In our MF calculations of the polaron
energy, e.g. in Fig. 6, we ignore this log-divergent term.

Orthogonality catastrophe.ÐIn one dimension, the MF
theory of Bose polarons has even more noteworthy pecu-
liarities associated with the IR cut-o! . First of all, the
phonon number in the polaron cloud diverges logarith-
mically,

N MF
ph =

"

�

dk
$

V MF
k

# MF
k

%2

$ ! log%�" 0!" # . (26)

This is directly related to the log-divergence of the MF
energy: Depleting the quasi-1D condensate and creat-
ing inÞnitely many phonons costs an interaction energy,
scaling like $ gIB Nph .

The diverging phonon number can as well be under-
stood as a manifestation of AndersonÕs orthogonality
catastrophe [49] for a mobile impurity in a 1D Bose gas.
Within MF theory, the quasiparticle residue is given by
the simple relation (see e.g. Ref. [11])

Z = e! N MF
ph & %" 0. (27)

Therefore already an inÞnitesimally small interaction
leads to a vanishing quasiparticle weightZ = 0.

Supersonic polarons.ÐThe large number of phonons in
the one-dimensional polaron cloud also has an interest-
ing e! ect on its dependence on the total polaron momen-
tum [50]. While there exists a phase transition from the

| i = ÛLLP|P i ⌦⇧k|↵ki (uncorrelated phonons in co-moving frame)

MF energy is IR 
log-divergent! 

Grusdt et al., in prep.
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FIG. 1. Strongly coupled polarons in one dimension: (a) System sketch: we consider the problem of a mobile impurity
interacting with a quasi-one dimensional Bose gas. To this end we perform calculations based on various theoretical methods,
including a RG approach and di! usion Monte-Carlo (DMC) calculations. (b) Deep in the Bogoliubov regime the RG method
yields accurate results for the density profile of bosons around the impurity (i.e. the impurity-boson correlation function)
even for strong impurity-boson interactions. Importantly the RG improves predictions by simpler mean-field (MF) calculations
based on an ansatz of uncorrelated phonons. Here we used a ratio of impurity-boson to boson-boson interaction strengths of
⌘ = 1000 (very strong repulsion) and considered the case of high density with n0|aBB | = 144, where n0 is the density of the
Bose gas and aBB the one-dimensional boson-boson scattering length. (c) We also calculate the e! ective polaron mass M p

and compare our results to experimental measurements by Catani et al. [7]. In the weak coupling regime we obtain excellent
quantitative agreement between theory and experiment, without any free fitting parameters.

have been taken in Refs. [29, 30]. On the other hand, the
dynamics of an impurity interacting with a surrounding
Bose gas represents an interesting problem on its own. A
question of particular importance is how energy is dissi-
pated by the environment before a stable polaron can be
formed.

In this paper we address the questions raised above
and provide a detailed theoretical analysis of the Bose
polaron problem in one dimension. To this end we con-
sider a mobile impurity of mass M interacting with a
one-dimensional Bose gas, see Fig. 1(a). We then com-
pare our theoretical methods, which leads us to an un-
derstanding of which terms in the microscopic Hamil-
tonian contribute most to the polaron properties. As
an example, in Fig. 1(b) we show that the depletion of
the Bose gas around the impurity can be described accu-
rately by a semi-analytical renormalization-group (RG)
approach when the Bose gas is deep in the Bogoliubov
regime. Moreover, we use our theoretical methods to an-
alyze the experiment by Catani et al. [7] in detail. In
particular we calculate the e! ective polaron mass, and
in the weak-coupling regime we obtain excellent agree-
ment with the experimental data, see Fig. 1 (c). Our
results moreover provide an important test-case for theo-
ries of Bose polarons at strong couplings, applicable also
in higher dimensions [31].

To address the Bose polaron problem theoretically,
we perform di! usion Monte Carlo (DMC) [32–34] and
RG [16, 31, 35] calculations, which we supplement by a
variational Monte Carlo (VMC) ansatz. In addition we
present results from time-dependent MF simulations, fol-
lowing Refs. [23, 36], to study impurity dynamics.

Our paper is organized as follows. After briefly sum-
marizing our main results in the following section, we
introduce the model in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we consider
the weak coupling limit and compare our calculations to
the experimental data from Ref. [7]. We discuss the e! ect
of two-phonon terms in Sec. V. A detailed RG analysis
is presented in Appendix B, from which we derive the
polaron phase diagram. In Sec. VI a time-dependent MF
theory is applied to analyze polaron dynamics as in the
experiment by Catani et al. Section VII is devoted to a
discussion of phonon-phonon interactions in the polaron
cloud. The variational and di! usion Monte Carlo meth-
ods are presented in Sec. VIIA. We close with a summary
and an outlook in Sec. VIII.

II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Bose polarons have been investigated theoretically us-
ing an e! ective Fröhlich Hamiltonian Ĥ F [6, 7, 14], which
is justified for weak couplings corresponding to large den-
sities in one dimension, see Fig. 2. In the present work
we show that in this regime, the e! ective Fröhlich model
describes accurately the experimental results for the ef-
fective mass [7], without any free fitting parameter. To
this end we perform DMC and RG calculations which we
compare to MF theory [13, 36, 37] and Feynman’s path-
integral method [6, 14, 38]. As a result we point out the
importance of high-energy phonons (at momenta of the
order of the inverse healing length ! ), which have been
neglected in the previous analysis of the experimental
data [7, 29, 30].

Depletion of BEC, in 
Bogoliubov regime:

RG regularizes IR 
log-divergence! 

Polaron energy: 17

FIG. 14. The energy shift E
0

caused by an impenetrable static
impurity ( M = 1 and g

IB

= 1) is calculated as a function
of the interaction parameter n

0

|a
BB

| of the surrounding Bose
gas. While MF and RG rely on the Hamiltonian öH

BF

, the
other approaches start from the full model öH. The dash-
dotted line corresponds to the dark-soliton solution of the
Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE). To ensure proper Þnite-size
scaling, DMC results are compared to exact analytical calcu-
lations using Bethe ansatz and in the Tonks-Girardeau limit.

agreement with the exact result in the limit where Bo-
goliubov theory is valid, n0|aBB| � 1. As expected, MF
theory and RG are o↵ by the factor 2/3 in this regime.

In Sec. V B we suggested to use the relative size of
LHY corrections to the ground state energy of the Bose
gas as an indicator where the Bogoliubov theory can be
applied to describe polarons. This leads to the condition
that n0|aBB| � 1. Although in Fig. 14 we never obtain
quantitative agreement of the Bogoliubov approximation
with the numerically exact DMC results, we Þnd that
the qualitative behavior of the impurity energy E0 is cor-
rectly described in this framework for n0|aBB| � 1. In
the opposite limit n0|aBB| . 1 in contrast, the Bogoli-
ubov description completely fails. This shows that the
LHY corrections provide a reliable measure for the ac-
curacy of the truncated description of the polaron cloud
using only the beyond-Fr¬ohlich Hamiltonian öHBF.

C. Comparison to Florence experiment

In Fig. 15 we compare the polaron energy for repulsive
interactions gIB > 0 and parameters as in the experiment
of Ref. [7]. For weak couplings,⌘ . 1, where the Fr¬ohlich
model is valid and the density modulation in the Bose gas
is small, all theoretical predictions agree with each other.
While for stronger couplings the qualitative behavior of
all curves including two-phonon terms öH 2ph is the same,
we observe sizable quantitative di↵erences. The e↵ect
of the RG is pronounced at large couplings, but DMC
predicts even smaller polaron energies in this regime.

In Fig. 3 we compared predictions for the e↵ective po-
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MF, Fröhlich
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FIG. 15. The polaron energy E

0

is compared for di↵erent
methods and using Hamiltonians as indicated in the legend.
We have chosen parameters as in the experiment by Catani
et al. [7]. Note that the RG predicts a larger energy than MF
theory for weak interactions because for the latter we ignored
the logarithmically divergent term Eq. (25). It is included
and properly regularized in the RG. We show DMC and VMC
results for N = 50 particles. For DMC also the extrapolated
value expected in the thermodynamic limit N ! 1 is shown,
see Appendix C for details of our analysis.

laron mass to the experimental results from analyzing
polaron oscillations and found large deviations for⌘ & 3.
Interestingly this is exactly where the strong coupling
regime starts and DMC predicts di↵erent energies than
our RG approach. In this regime the density modula-
tions of the Bose gas around the impurity are expected
to become large. As a result, our analysis of polaron os-
cillations showed that large deviations from the adiabatic
result can be expected. We speculate that this may be
related to the large di↵erence between theory and exper-
iment at strong couplings in Fig. 3.

In Ref. [7] it was moreover suggested that⌘ ⇡ 15 could
also be the point where higher transverse modes are im-
portant and the system can no longer be treated as one-
dimensional. However, this was based on a comparison
of the bare energy gIBn0 with the transverse trapping
frequency !? ⇡ 9.4c/⇠. As can be seen from Fig. 15
however, the relevant polaron energies are well below!?
for all interaction strengths. Therefore we conclude that
a cross-over into a higher-dimensional regime cannot ex-
plain the experimental observations. This supplements
our analysis of higher transverse modes in Fig. 6, where
we arrived at the same conclusion.

We conclude by noting that phonon-phonon inter-
actions play an important role for understanding po-
larons at strong couplings in the experiment by Catani
et al. [7]. Not only do two-phonon terms beyond the
Fr¬ohlich Hamiltonian become important, but also the
non-linear interactions between phonons are required to
describe correctly the polaron energy for repulsive inter-
actions. On the attractive side, wheregIB < 0, we expect

ph.-ph. interactions 
are important!

Grusdt et al., in prep.
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Holes in an AFM: 
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FIG. 1. Experimental technique for measuring spin

correlations. a, After loading the atoms into an optical
lattice we use a spin-removal technique to map the spin cor-
relations onto charge correlations, which can then be detected
using site-resolved imaging. The two spin states are denoted
by green and orange balls. By driving cycling optical tran-
sitions for either spin state with the spin-removal beam we
can eject one spin state from the trap. We can then combine
charge correlations measured in images where we remove each
spin state and where no removal is performed to compute
the local spin correlation (see Methods). b, A typical image
where no atoms are removed.c, A typical image with one of
the spins removed.

Here, Sz

r = 1

2

(n"
r � n#

r), with n�

r denoting the number
of particles of spin � on the site at r. We take an av-
erage of Ca(r) over all a where |a| = d to obtain C

d

(r).
The nearest-neighbor, diagonal next-nearest-neighbor,
straight next-nearest-neighbor, etc. correlators are given
by C

1

(r), C
1.4

(r), and C
2

(r), etc. From images where
neither spin was removed we directly obtain a spatial
map of the single occupation probability n

det

(r) which
also corresponds to the local moment C

0

(r).

After loading atoms into the lattice we observe AFM
correlations for nearest-neighbors and diagonal next-
nearest-neighbors. These correlations are strongest in
the cloud center where the local chemical potential is set
to approximately half-filling. The spatial maps n

det

(r),
C

1

(r), C
1.4

(r) for colder (top) and hotter (bottom) tem-
peratures are shown in panels a, b, and c, respectively,
of Fig. 2. For these data the interaction is tuned to U =
6.82(10) kHz with t = 850(100) Hz (U/t = 8.0(1)). The
chemical potential is tuned to approximately µ = U/2 in
the center of the cloud for the colder data by adjusting
the atom number to maximize n

det

in the center. To

heat the cloud, we hold the atoms in the optical dipole
trap for 4 s before loading the lattice. After heating, the
maximum detected occupation decreases from 0.89(1)
to 0.84(1) with a slight broadening of the density pro-
file, while the largest magnitude of the nearest-neighbor
correlator decreases from 0.154(3) to 0.052(6). In this
regime, where the exchange energy is much smaller than
both U and the bandwidth, an increase in temperature
quickly saturates the entropy available in the spin de-
gree of freedom while creating little entropy in the charge
degree of freedom, making the nearest-neighbor correla-
tor much more sensitive than the density to temperature
changes.

We take azimuthal averages along the equipotentials
of the underlying harmonic trap to obtain n

det

(r) and
C

d

(r). The resulting profiles are simultaneously fit to the
results of a numerical linked-cluster expansion (NCLE)
of the 2D Hubbard model under a local density ap-
proximation (LDA) (see Methods) [23]. From these fits
we obtain a temperature k

B

T/t = 0.54(7) and chem-
ical potential µ/U = 0.52(1) for the cooler data and
k
B

T/t = 1.53(18) and µ/U = 0.33(1) for the hotter data.
The excellent agreement with theory provides a strong
indication that the local density approximation and the
assumption of thermal equilibrium are valid.

By evaporatively cooling further prior to lattice load-
ing, we are able to prepare samples with even larger
nearest-neighbor correlations. However, for this data,
the NLCE theory error is too large away from half-filling
for the fit to converge, owing to the low temperature.
Because the averaged correlator in the center may not
be at exactly half-filling, by comparing this value for
the coldest dataset to a quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
calculation at half-filling [21], we can determine an up-
per bound on the temperature. The correlator value of
0.190(8) gives k

B

T/t < 0.45(2), close to the predicted
Néel temperature of k

B

T
N

/t = 0.36 for an isotropic
three-dimensional lattice [24]. The QMC calculation also
predicts that the nearest-neighbor correlator settles as
T ! 0 to a value of�0.36. Our largest measured nearest-
neighbor correlation is therefore 53% of the largest pre-
dicted value. In Fig. 2d we plot our largest measured
value of the correlator for samples prepared at di↵erent
temperatures, the temperature derived from the NLCE
fits where they converge (x-axis), and the QMC upper
bound. We find very good agreement between our data
and theoretical prediction, which is consistent with half-
filling at the cloud center.

We see statistically significant antiferromagnetic cor-
relations to distances of three sites and the sign of every
measured correlator value is consistent with antiferro-
magnetic ordering. Our ability to measure correlations
at all length scales allows us to directly extract the corre-
lation length, as shown in Fig. 2e. Samples are prepared
at three di↵erent temperatures with the atom number
optimized to achieve half-filling in the center of the cloud.
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Figure 2. Schematic phase diagram of high Tc materials. The
antiferromagnet (AF) is rapidly destroyed by doped holes. The
d-wave superconductor is subject to strong phase fluctuations below
the dotted line, where the proliferation of vortices has been detected
by the Nernst effect. A pseudogap region extends up to high
temperatures in the underdoped region.

the Mott transition [16]. Amazingly it was discovered that
when the Mott insulator is destroyed, the system immediately
becomes a superconductor, before becoming a metal at even
higher pressure. Furthermore, the transition temperature
reaches 11.6 K, the highest known among the organics. There
is also strong evidence that these superconductors have d-wave
pairing symmetry [17].

I would argue that 11.6 K for an organic metal qualifies
it as an example of a high Tc superconductor! The reason
is that the electronic energy scale for organic solids is much
smaller than that for ordinary solids. For example, the hopping
matrix element t is about 0.05 eV compared with 0.4 eV for the
cuprates. Thus the ratio kBTc/t ! 1

40 is about the same for both
systems. To emphasize this point, in figure 3. I have put both
materials on the same phase diagram in the parameter space
U/t and x of the Hubbard model. Is the d-wave superconductor
that appears with doping connected with the one that appears
under pressure? We do not have the answer at present. My
point is that with so many ‘unconventional’ examples, our
mindset today should be different from that of 20 years ago, and
we should be more receptive to the idea that superconductivity
may be a highly competitive ground state in a pure repulsive
model such as the Hubbard model.

With that remark let us return to the cuprates and examine
the phase diagram in more detail. The region between the
disappearance of AF and the onset of superconductivity is
complicated by disorder effects, even though heroic efforts
to make pure samples of YBCO have yielded interesting new
information [18]. We shall not discuss this region further. The
regions of the phase diagram with doping to the left and right
of optimal is called underdoped and overdoped, respectively.
The metallic state above Tc in the underdoped region has been
under intense study and exhibits many unusual properties not
encountered before in any other metal. This is shown below
the dashed line in figure 2 and has been called the pseudogap
phase. It is not a well defined phase in that a definite finite
temperature phase boundary has never been found, so the
dashed line should be regarded as a cross-over. There is now

Figure 3. Location of high Tc cuprates and organic superconductors
in the Hubbard model phase diagram. At half-filling, the
antiferromagnetic insulator onsets when U/t exceeds a critical value
Uc/t , where the Mott transition occurs. High Tc superconductivity
occurs when holes are doped into the Mott insulator over a
concentration range between 6% and 25%. In certain organic
compounds, 12 K superconductivity lives on the boundary between
the Mott insulator and the metal. The ratio kBTc/t is about 1

40 for
both systems. Whether the two superconducting regions are
connected is not known and indicated by the question mark.

broad agreement that the high Tc problem is synonymous with
that of doping of a Mott insulator. It then makes sense to focus
on the underdoped region, where the battle line between Mott
insulator and superconductivity is drawn.

Since we are interested in the case where U is sufficiently
large compared with t for the Hubbard model to be in the Mott
insulator phase, it is useful to expand in t /U . The leading
order result is the t–J model

H = P

⎡

⎣
∑

"ij #,σ

tij c†
iσ cj σ + J

∑

"ij #

(
Si · Sj $

1
4

ni nj

)⎤

⎦ P. (2)

The second term is the AF Heisenberg exchange between
local spins Si = 1

2 c†
iα! αβciβ discussed earlier. The nontrivial

part of the t–J model resides in the projection operator
P which restricts the Hilbert space to exclude the doubly
occupied states. The strong Coulomb repulsion now becomes
a constraint of no double occupation. Compared with the
Hubbard model, the Hilbert space is reduced from four states
per site to three, namely, spin up, spin down or empty. The
parameters of the t–J model appropriate for the cuprates is
also well established. J % 0.13 eV–1500 K, t /J % 3 and t&/t
is negative, of order $ 0.2, and is believed to vary somewhat
from compound to compound [19].

Equations (1) and (2) are deceptively simple looking
Hamiltonians which have defied accurate numerical or analytic
solution. Nevertheless, the belief among many workers in
the field is that they contain the rich physics of the high
Tc phase diagram. The situation is not unlike quantum
chromodynamics (QCD), where the Lagrangian is known, but
precise understanding of confinement and the mass spectrum
has just begun to emerge from quantum Monte Carlo after
decades of hard work. To make matters worse, the high Tc

problem at finite doping is analogous to the QCD problem with

3
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High-Tc materialsÉ
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FIG. 3: Two-point correlation function g2 for moments and øg2 for anti-moments at a separation of one lattice site
for U/t = 7 .2(1). (a) g2(1) for moments. (b) øg2(1) for anti-moments. Blue circles: experimental data. Blue solid

line: NLCE theory. Gray triangles: DQMC theory. Both NLCE and DQMC calculations are performed at
T/t = 1 .22, and are not adjusted for the experimental imaging Þdelity of 95%. Black dotted lines: non-interacting

gas. The dopingx is zero at maximum moment and one at zero moment; intermediate values of doping as a function
of local moment are determined from NLCE theory at T/t = 1 .22, with adjustment for imaging Þdelity. Inset:

typical image showing neighboring anti-moments (imaged holes) near half-Þlling.

g2 persists at short distances on the order of the aver-
age interparticle spacing, a feature known as the Pauli
hole. While implications of this fermion Òanti-bunchingÓ
have been observed in the suppression of density ßuctua-
tions [35, 36] and momentum space correlations [37, 38],
the real space suppressiong2(r ) has not been observed in
situ before. In a non-interacting two-spin mixture, the
strength of the Pauli hole is halved, as only two iden-
tical fermions experience the Pauli hole. Nevertheless,
repulsive interactions between opposite spins also sup-
pressg2(r ), leading to a combined Pauli and correlation
hole.

In Fig. 3(a), we show the directly measuredg2(1) as
a function of moment at an intermediate interaction of
U/t = 7 .2. The strong suppression ofg2(1) at low Þllings
(large interparticle spacing) is observed, and is stronger
than Pauli suppression alone, reßecting short-range anti-
correlations due to repulsive interactions. As shown in
Fig. 3(a), the data is well described by NLCE and DQMC
calculations.

While g2(r ) describes the probability of Þnding two
moments a distancer from each other, near half-Þlling,
where ! öm2

z" # 1, the correlations arise mainly from sites
where the moment is zero, i.e. sites with holes and dou-
blons. The number of holes and doublons, which appear
empty after imaging, is given by !1 $ öm2

z". The cor-
responding two-point correlation function øg2(r ) of these

Òanti-momentsÓ is thus

øg2(r ) =
!"

1 $ öm2
z(r )

# "
1 $ öm2

z(0)
#$

/ !1 $ öm2
z"2. (5)

In Fig. 3(b), we observe that øg2(1) is strongly enhanced
near half-Þlling beyond the uncorrelated value of 1. øg2(1)
thus reveals the strong bunching of holes and doublons.
There are three contributions to øg2(1): correlations be-
tween pairs of holes, between pairs of doublons, and be-
tween holes and doublons. One expects neighboring holes
and neighboring doublons to show negative correlations,
due to Pauli suppression and strong repulsion. Hence
the bunching behavior must originate from positive cor-
relations between neighboring doublon-hole pairs. This
expectation is conÞrmed by NLCE and DQMC calcula-
tions (see Supplemental Material).

The strong doublon-hole correlation near half-Þlling
in the presence of antiferromagnetic correlations can
be qualitatively captured by a simple two-site Hubbard
model, experimentally realized in [39]. While in the
strongly interacting limit ( U % t) the doublon density
vanishes and the ground state is a spin singlet, at in-
termediate interaction strengths, tunneling admixes a
doublon-hole pair into the ground state wavefunction,
with an amplitude # t/U . Thus, short-range singlet cor-
relations at moderate U/t occur naturally together with
nearest-neighbor doublon-hole correlations.

At a separation of one lattice site, we have revealed the
competition between Pauli- and interaction-driven repul-
sion of singly-occupied sites and the e! ective attraction

Cheuk et al., PRL 
114 (2015)
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FIG. 1. Experimental technique for measuring spin

correlations. a, After loading the atoms into an optical
lattice we use a spin-removal technique to map the spin cor-
relations onto charge correlations, which can then be detected
using site-resolved imaging. The two spin states are denoted
by green and orange balls. By driving cycling optical tran-
sitions for either spin state with the spin-removal beam we
can eject one spin state from the trap. We can then combine
charge correlations measured in images where we remove each
spin state and where no removal is performed to compute
the local spin correlation (see Methods). b, A typical image
where no atoms are removed. c, A typical image with one of
the spins removed.

Here, Sz

r = 1

2

(n"
r � n#

r), with n�

r denoting the number
of particles of spin � on the site at r. We take an av-
erage of Ca(r) over all a where |a| = d to obtain C

d

(r).
The nearest-neighbor, diagonal next-nearest-neighbor,
straight next-nearest-neighbor, etc. correlators are given
by C

1

(r), C
1.4

(r), and C
2

(r), etc. From images where
neither spin was removed we directly obtain a spatial
map of the single occupation probability n

det

(r) which
also corresponds to the local moment C

0

(r).

After loading atoms into the lattice we observe AFM
correlations for nearest-neighbors and diagonal next-
nearest-neighbors. These correlations are strongest in
the cloud center where the local chemical potential is set
to approximately half-filling. The spatial maps n

det

(r),
C

1

(r), C
1.4

(r) for colder (top) and hotter (bottom) tem-
peratures are shown in panels a, b, and c, respectively,
of Fig. 2. For these data the interaction is tuned to U =
6.82(10) kHz with t = 850(100) Hz (U/t = 8.0(1)). The
chemical potential is tuned to approximately µ = U/2 in
the center of the cloud for the colder data by adjusting
the atom number to maximize n

det

in the center. To

heat the cloud, we hold the atoms in the optical dipole
trap for 4 s before loading the lattice. After heating, the
maximum detected occupation decreases from 0.89(1)
to 0.84(1) with a slight broadening of the density pro-
file, while the largest magnitude of the nearest-neighbor
correlator decreases from 0.154(3) to 0.052(6). In this
regime, where the exchange energy is much smaller than
both U and the bandwidth, an increase in temperature
quickly saturates the entropy available in the spin de-
gree of freedom while creating little entropy in the charge
degree of freedom, making the nearest-neighbor correla-
tor much more sensitive than the density to temperature
changes.

We take azimuthal averages along the equipotentials
of the underlying harmonic trap to obtain n

det

(r) and
C

d

(r). The resulting profiles are simultaneously fit to the
results of a numerical linked-cluster expansion (NCLE)
of the 2D Hubbard model under a local density ap-
proximation (LDA) (see Methods) [23]. From these fits
we obtain a temperature k

B

T/t = 0.54(7) and chem-
ical potential µ/U = 0.52(1) for the cooler data and
k
B

T/t = 1.53(18) and µ/U = 0.33(1) for the hotter data.
The excellent agreement with theory provides a strong
indication that the local density approximation and the
assumption of thermal equilibrium are valid.

By evaporatively cooling further prior to lattice load-
ing, we are able to prepare samples with even larger
nearest-neighbor correlations. However, for this data,
the NLCE theory error is too large away from half-filling
for the fit to converge, owing to the low temperature.
Because the averaged correlator in the center may not
be at exactly half-filling, by comparing this value for
the coldest dataset to a quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
calculation at half-filling [21], we can determine an up-
per bound on the temperature. The correlator value of
0.190(8) gives k

B

T/t < 0.45(2), close to the predicted
Néel temperature of k

B

T
N

/t = 0.36 for an isotropic
three-dimensional lattice [24]. The QMC calculation also
predicts that the nearest-neighbor correlator settles as
T ! 0 to a value of�0.36. Our largest measured nearest-
neighbor correlation is therefore 53% of the largest pre-
dicted value. In Fig. 2d we plot our largest measured
value of the correlator for samples prepared at di↵erent
temperatures, the temperature derived from the NLCE
fits where they converge (x-axis), and the QMC upper
bound. We find very good agreement between our data
and theoretical prediction, which is consistent with half-
filling at the cloud center.

We see statistically significant antiferromagnetic cor-
relations to distances of three sites and the sign of every
measured correlator value is consistent with antiferro-
magnetic ordering. Our ability to measure correlations
at all length scales allows us to directly extract the corre-
lation length, as shown in Fig. 2e. Samples are prepared
at three di↵erent temperatures with the atom number
optimized to achieve half-filling in the center of the cloud.

Parsons et al., Science 353  (2016)
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the spin and charge resolved detection. (A) Schematic of the spin resolved imaging. Each site of
the Hubbard chain was split spin-dependently into a local double well potential. During the splitting process a magnetic Þeld
gradient B 0 was applied to separate the two spins. This allows for the simultaneous detection of |"i (green), |#i (red) spins,
doublons (red and green spins overlapping) and holes (gray spheres) and thus for a full characterization of the Hubbard chains.
(B) Typical ßuorescence image of atoms in Þve mutually independent one-dimensional tubes imaged prior to splitting. The
lattice potentials are indicated by the black lines next to the images with a spacing along the tubes oriented in x-direction of
1.15 µm and a transverse inter-tube separation of 2.3 µm. The increasing ßuorescence level is shown by darker colors in relative
units as represented by the color bar. Our imaging slightly displace the atoms from their original positions and also allows for
the detection of doubly occupied sites (saturated signal in the center) [24]. (C) Typical image with spin resolved detection. A
superlattice in y-direction (indicated on the left of the image) was used to split each chain in a spin dependent manner. The
|#i spins were pulled down, while the |"i spins were pulled upwards. The right image illustrates the reconstructed Hubbard
chains.

and |!" = |1/ 2, 1/ 2" [25]. In the experiments reported
here, we exclusively worked with repulsive interactions
U > 0, for which the Hubbard model supports finite
range antiferromagnetism with correlations suddenly
appearing at distances beyond nearest neighbors for
entropies per particle below the “critical” value of
s!

= S/Nk B = ln(2) [26–28]. Importantly, true long
range order is absent in the 1d Hubbard model even
at zero temperature [4, 29], and the resulting algebraic
decay of the correlations is significant even on a distance
of a few sites [27, 28]. In the limit of very strong
repulsive interactions and half-filling, the emerging spin
order is intuitively understood from the mapping of
the Hubbard model to a Heisenberg antiferromagnet
with superexchange coupling J = 4t2/U [3]. For
lower interactions, particle-hole fluctuations become
important and the ground state is characterized by a
spin density wave with reduced correlations in the spin
sector [5]. In one dimension, the model is Bethe ansatz
integrable [4, 29] and precise predictions for the finite
entropy spin correlations and charge fluctuations have
been reported in the relevant parameter regime of cold
atom based experiments [27, 28].

Our experiments started with the preparation of a low

temperature balanced spin mixture of the |!" and |#"
states in a single two dimensional lattice plane [24]. The
final temperature and atom number was controlled by
magnetic field driven spill-out evaporation at repulsive
interactions [30]. We set the final interaction strength
using a homogeneous magnetic o! set field to control the
scattering length in the vicinity of the Feshbach reso-
nance centered at 832G [25]. Afterwards, we ramped
up the large spacing component (asl = 2.3µm) of a su-
perlattice [31, 32] in y-direction to prepare independent
one-dimensional (1d) tubes. Next, we slowly turned on
a lattice with spacing al = 1.15µm along the tubes in
x-direction using a 100ms linear ramp to 11ER , where
ER = h2/ 8ma2

l denotes the recoil energy of the lat-
tice for atoms of mass m. The hopping strength is
t = h $ 125(9)Hz at this final lattice depth. The lat-
tice filling was controlled by varying the evaporation pa-
rameters. To simultaneously detect the spin and charge
degrees of freedom of the 1d Hubbard chains locally, we
froze the dynamics by rapidly increasing the lattice depth
along the tubes to 42ER within 1ms, followed by a turn-
o! of the magnetic o! set field in 20ms. Spin resolution
was obtained using the superlattice potential and a mag-
netic field gradient in y-direction in a Stern-Gerlach like
setting. The magnetic field gradient shifted the potential

Boll et al., Science 353 (2016)
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Notes on magnetic polarons in 1D spin chains
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A single hole inside a fermionic Mott insulator at half Þlling can be described by the t ! J model.
By an exact unitary transformation we show that this problem can be mapped to a Fr¬ohlich polaron,
if the system has a non-vanishing net magnetization. We show that as a direct manifestation of
spin-charge separation in one-dimensional systems, this magnetic polaron is in the weak coupling
regime. Our theory can be applied to calculate both equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties of
the magnetic Fr¬ohlich polaron, and comparisons with exact numerical results will be presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider a Fermi-Hubbard model at half Þlling on
a two dimensional square lattice (setting! = 1),
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We are interested in the low temperature regime (set-
ting kB = 1), T " U, where the system is in the Mott
phase with one Fermion per lattice site. The remaining
localized spin degrees of freedom can be described by the
anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) Heisenberg model

öH H = J
!

! i,j "

öSi á öSj (2)

where
"

! i,j " denotes a sum over all bonds, see e.g. [1].
The super-exchange energy is given by

J = 4 t2/U. (3)

The AFM Heisenberg model can equivalently be de-
scribed by two species of Schwinger bosons (SB)öbi ! ,
! = #, $. The spin operators can be expressed by
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The physical Hilbertspace corresponds to the subspace
deÞned by the following constraint,

!
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öb 
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In terms of the SB the AFM Heisenberg model reads

öH H = !
J
2

!
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öA i,j , (7)

where the following operators were introduced,

öA i,j = öbi #
öbj $ ! öbi $

öbj #. (8)

Next we will consider a single hole inside the AFM, see
Fig.1 (a). In addition to the two SB types a slave fermion
öhj is introduced to describe the hole. Now the modiÞed
SB constraint reads

!

!

öb 
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öbj ! + öh 
j
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and the single-holet ! J Hamiltonian is given by [1]
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Here %i, j, k & denotes a sequence of three inequivalent
neighboring sites (i.e. the casei = k is not included),
and the following operator was deÞned

öFij = öb 
i #

öbj # + öb 
i $

öbj $. (11)

The Þrst line in Eq.(10) describes the Heisenberg AFM,
where the exchange coupling is suppressed in the presence
of a hole on a bond. The second line describes the nearest
neighbor (NN) hopping of the hole (tunneling rate t),
and next-nearest neighbor (NNN) processes (rate' J/ 4)
resulting from the super-exchange.

J J

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (a) A hole interacts with a one-dimensional anti-
ferromagnetic spin chain. When the hole moves, it reshu! es
the spin conÞguration. (b) By promoting the hole on the
bonds between neighboring spins, the hole hopping leaves the
spin conÞguration unchanged. In this equivalent picture the
presence of the hole leads to a complete suppression of the
Heisenberg exchange interaction on the hole bond.

hole suppresses 
exchange interaction:

see e.g. A. Auerbach, Interacting Electrons and Quantum Magnet ism

hole moves:
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Quick overview:

Doping in 1D: spin-charge separation

Experiment: Bloch group @ MPQ Munich

1D magn. polarons

Doping in 2D: spin-charge pre -separation
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string-theory of 2D magn. polarons

Far-from equilibrium hole dynamics
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J

String correlatorSqueezed space

FIG. 1. Analysis of a doped Hubbard chain. (A) Experimental spin and density resolved picture of a single, slightly-doped
Hubbard chain after a local Stern-Gerlach-like detection. The reconstructed chain is shown below the picture. (B) Illustration
of the magnetic environment around a hole. For aligned spins the hole cannot freely delocalize due to the magnetic energy
cost J , which is absent for anti-aligned spins. (C) Illustration of hole induced AFM parity ßips, squeezed space and string
correlator. Hole doping leads to AFM parity ßips highlighted by the color mismatch between the spins and the background
(top). Squeezed space is constructed by removing all sites with holes from the chain (bottom left). In the string correlator
analysis the ßip in the AFM parity is canceled by a multiplication of ! 1 for each hole (bottom right). Comparing either of
these analyses to the conventional two-point correlator reveals the hidden Þnite-range AFM order in the system.

lations with distance that is faster than the one of the
Heisenberg model [3]. This decay can be understood from
spin-charge separation, allowing holes to freely move in
the AFM spin-chain. Consequently, the spins around the
hole are anti-aligned and the sign of the staggered mag-
netization (! 1)i Sz

i , called AFM parity, changes. This
implies that a hole acts as a domain wall of the AFM
parity, which reduces the spin correlations. The spin or-
der however, is still present and can be revealed either in
squeezed space by effectively removing the holes in the
analysis or by evaluating string correlators, which take
the AFM parity domain walls into account by flipping
the sign of the correlator (Fig. 1C). Analytic and numer-
ical studies[18] have shown that at zero temperature, the
two-point spin correlations in squeezed space are com-
parable to the ones of a pure Heisenberg chain, for any
doping and any repulsive interaction U. This is readily
understood in the U/t " # limit, where the many-body
wave function ! ({ xj, ! } ) = ! ch ({ xj } ) ! s({ ÷xj, ! } ) factor-
izes exactly into a density ! ch and a spin ! s part [15, 28].
The spin degree of freedom is described by a Heisenberg
model in squeezed space with the spins "living" on a lat-
tice defined by the positions of spinless, non-interacting
fermions [16]. Distances in squeezed space are rescaled
by the spinless fermion density ÷x $ nx . Also at non-zero
temperature and finite interactions, the spin correlations
in squeezed space are governed by a Heisenberg model
with a renormalized exchange coupling Je! (n) that de-
pends on the original density n [27].

The experiment started with a two-dimensional degen-
erate two-component Fermi gas. Using the large spacing
component of an optical superlattice (asl = 2 .3µm),
the system was divided into about ten independent
one-dimensional tubes. The Fermi Hubbard chains
were then realized using a lattice of 1.15µm spacing
along the tubes. The atom number was set such that

the maximum density in the chains was typically just
below unity. At the final lattices depths the tunneling
amplitude reached t = h %400Hz, and the confinement
due to the lattice beams fixed the length of the central
tubes to about 15 sites. The onsite repulsion U was
tuned to h %2.9kHz using the broad Feshbach resonance
between the hyperfine states |&' = |F, mF ' = |1/ 2, ! 1/ 2'
and |(' = |1/ 2, 1/ 2' to set a scattering length of 2000
Bohr radii at the end of the lattice ramps. These
parameters and the lattice ramps have been optimized
to produce cold, strongly interacting doped Hubbard
chains [27]. For the detection of the spin and density
degrees of freedom the lattice depth along the tubes
was rapidly increased, followed by a local Stern-Gerlach
like detection using a magnetic field gradient and the
short scale component of a superlattice transverse to the
tubes [25]. Applying Raman sideband cooling for 500
ms, we collected fluorescence photons on an EMCCD
camera to form a high contrast and site resolved image
of the atomic distribution [22] as shown in Fig. 1A.
From comparison of the measured spin-correlations at
half filling to Quantum Monte-Carlo results [25], we
estimated the temperature in the central chains to be
0.51(2) t or 0.90(3)J , which corresponds to an entropy
per particle of 0.63(2)kB .

To investigate the magnetic environment around a
hole, we calculate the conditional three-point spin-hole
correlation function CSH (2) = 4 ) öSz

i
öSz

i +2 ' ! i " i +1 ! i +2 ,
where the symbols describe the condition that the corre-
lator is only evaluated on configurations with the sites i
and i + 2 singly occupied and the middle site empty [27].
The correlator indeed reveals anti-alignment of the spins
around individual holes (CSH (2) < 0) and Fig. 2A high-
lights the hole induced sign change by comparison to the

Hilker et al., arXiv:1702.00642
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1D t-J  model: spin-charge separation

in the lattice:

Notes on magnetic polarons in 1D spin chains
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A single hole inside a fermionic Mott insulator at half Þlling can be described by the t ! J model.
By an exact unitary transformation we show that this problem can be mapped to a Fr¬ohlich polaron,
if the system has a non-vanishing net magnetization. We show that as a direct manifestation of
spin-charge separation in one-dimensional systems, this magnetic polaron is in the weak coupling
regime. Our theory can be applied to calculate both equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties of
the magnetic Fr¬ohlich polaron, and comparisons with exact numerical results will be presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider a Fermi-Hubbard model at half Þlling on
a two dimensional square lattice (setting! = 1),
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We are interested in the low temperature regime (set-
ting kB = 1), T " U, where the system is in the Mott
phase with one Fermion per lattice site. The remaining
localized spin degrees of freedom can be described by the
anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) Heisenberg model

öH H = J
!

! i,j "

öSi á öSj (2)

where
"

! i,j " denotes a sum over all bonds, see e.g. [1].
The super-exchange energy is given by

J = 4 t2/U. (3)

The AFM Heisenberg model can equivalently be de-
scribed by two species of Schwinger bosons (SB)öbi ! ,
! = #, $. The spin operators can be expressed by
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The physical Hilbertspace corresponds to the subspace
deÞned by the following constraint,
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In terms of the SB the AFM Heisenberg model reads

öH H = !
J
2

!

! i,j "
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öA i,j , (7)

where the following operators were introduced,

öA i,j = öbi #
öbj $ ! öbi $

öbj #. (8)

Next we will consider a single hole inside the AFM, see
Fig.1 (a). In addition to the two SB types a slave fermion
öhj is introduced to describe the hole. Now the modiÞed
SB constraint reads

!
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öb 
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öbj ! + öh 
j
öhj = 1 , (9)

and the single-holet ! J Hamiltonian is given by [1]
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Here %i, j, k & denotes a sequence of three inequivalent
neighboring sites (i.e. the casei = k is not included),
and the following operator was deÞned

öFij = öb 
i #

öbj # + öb 
i $

öbj $. (11)

The Þrst line in Eq.(10) describes the Heisenberg AFM,
where the exchange coupling is suppressed in the presence
of a hole on a bond. The second line describes the nearest
neighbor (NN) hopping of the hole (tunneling rate t),
and next-nearest neighbor (NNN) processes (rate' J/ 4)
resulting from the super-exchange.

J J

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (a) A hole interacts with a one-dimensional anti-
ferromagnetic spin chain. When the hole moves, it reshu! es
the spin conÞguration. (b) By promoting the hole on the
bonds between neighboring spins, the hole hopping leaves the
spin conÞguration unchanged. In this equivalent picture the
presence of the hole leads to a complete suppression of the
Heisenberg exchange interaction on the hole bond.

effective description:
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A single hole inside a fermionic Mott insulator at half filling can be described by the t�J model.
By an exact unitary transformation we show that this problem can be mapped to a Fröhlich polaron,
if the system has a non-vanishing net magnetization. We show that as a direct manifestation of
spin-charge separation in one-dimensional systems, this magnetic polaron is in the weak coupling
regime. Our theory can be applied to calculate both equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties of
the magnetic Fröhlich polaron, and comparisons with exact numerical results will be presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider a Fermi-Hubbard model at half filling on
a two dimensional square lattice (setting ~ = 1),
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(1)
We are interested in the low temperature regime (set-
ting kB = 1), T ⌧ U , where the system is in the Mott
phase with one Fermion per lattice site. The remaining
localized spin degrees of freedom can be described by the
anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) Heisenberg model

ĤH = J

X

hi,ji

Ŝi · Ŝj (2)

where
P

hi,ji denotes a sum over all bonds, see e.g. [1].

The super-exchange energy is given by

J = 4t2/U. (3)

The AFM Heisenberg model can equivalently be de-

scribed by two species of Schwinger bosons (SB) b̂i�,
� =", #. The spin operators can be expressed by
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The physical Hilbertspace corresponds to the subspace
defined by the following constraint,
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In terms of the SB the AFM Heisenberg model reads
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where the following operators were introduced,

Âi,j = b̂i"b̂j# � b̂i#b̂j". (8)

Next we will consider a single hole inside the AFM, see
Fig.1 (a). In addition to the two SB types a slave fermion

ĥj is introduced to describe the hole. Now the modified
SB constraint reads

X
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and the single-hole t � J Hamiltonian is given by [1]
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Here hi, j, ki denotes a sequence of three inequivalent
neighboring sites (i.e. the case i = k is not included),
and the following operator was defined

F̂ij = b̂

†
i"b̂j" + b̂

†
i#b̂j#. (11)

The first line in Eq.(10) describes the Heisenberg AFM,
where the exchange coupling is suppressed in the presence
of a hole on a bond. The second line describes the nearest
neighbor (NN) hopping of the hole (tunneling rate t),
and next-nearest neighbor (NNN) processes (rate ⇠ J/4)
resulting from the super-exchange.

J

J

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (a) A hole interacts with a one-dimensional anti-
ferromagnetic spin chain. When the hole moves, it reshu✏es
the spin configuration. (b) By promoting the hole on the
bonds between neighboring spins, the hole hopping leaves the
spin configuration unchanged. In this equivalent picture the
presence of the hole leads to a complete suppression of the
Heisenberg exchange interaction on the hole bond.

ÒsqueezedÓ space

bonds

Ogata & Shiba, PRB 41 (1990)
Kruis et al., PRB 70 (2004)

effective polaron Hamiltonian

always in weak coupling!
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Spinon-holon picture:

Ising limit:

Heisenberg limit:

Spinon dispersion:Holon dispersion:
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Dispersion relation of magnetic polarons:

L even:
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Dispersion relation of magnetic polarons:
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FIG. 1. Probing antiferromagnetism in the Hubbard
model with a quantum gas microscope. a, Schematic
view of the 2D Hubbard phase diagram, including predicted
phases. This work explores the trajectories traced by the red
arrows for a U/t = 7 .2(2) Hubbard model. The strongest
antiferromagnetic order is observed at the starred point. b,
Experimental setup. We trap 6Li atoms in a 2D square optical
lattice. We use the combined potential of the optical lattice
and a DMD to trap the atoms in a central sample ⌦ of homo-
geneous density, surrounded by a dilute reservoir. c, Exem-
plary raw and processed images of the atomic distribution of
single experimental realizations, with both spins components
present (upper) and one spin component removed (lower). The
observed chequerboard pattern in the spin-removed images in-
dicates the presence of an antiferromagnet.

where ⇢
s

is the spin sti! ness andC
⇠

is a constant [30].
However, for the Þnite-size system investigated in this
work, a crossover to antiferromagnetic long-range order
does occur at a non-zero temperature, where⇠ becomes
comparable to the system size andmz becomes of order
unity.

Two aspects were critical in realizing antiferromagnetic
LRO in our experiment: Þrst, reaching su" ciently low
temperatures and second, creating a well-deÞned region
of uniform density within the atomic cloud where the
LRO state can form. We address both challenges simul-
taneously by exploiting the high-resolution microscope at
the heart of the experiment, which enables in situ, high-
Þdelity, and site-resolved measurements of the lattice oc-
cupation. We use a digital micromirror device (DMD) as
a spatial light modulator in the image plane of the mi-
croscope to control the atomic potential landscape at a
single-site level [37]. We engineer the potential to split the
system into two subsystems: a central disk-shaped region
# containing > 75 sites, surrounded by a large reservoir
at much lower density, see Fig. 1b (and Extended Data
Fig. 1). Partitioning the system enhances the inherent

entropy redistribution in the trap by shifting a higher
fraction of the total entropy to the reservoir [38]. Ad-
ditionally, the potential within # is shaped to cancel the
underlying harmonic potential, ensuring a highly uniform
and tunable Þlling, see Extended Data Fig. 2 (Methods).

A balanced mixture of the two lowest hyperÞne states
of 6Li with repulsive contact interactions is adiabatically
loaded into an isotropic, square, 7.4(1)E

R

lattice with
spacing a = 569 nm, where E

R

/h = 25.6 kHz. The lat-
tice is combined with a DMD-engineered potential at
the focus of the microscope. The system is well de-
scribed by the Hubbard model with t/h = 0 .90(2) kHz
and U/h = 6 .50(3) kHz whereh is the Planck constant,
leading to U/t = 7 .2(2). Similar to previous work, our
detection method is based on selective spin removal fol-
lowed by site-resolved imaging of the remaining atomic
distribution [25], see Fig. 1c. Averaging over many inde-
pendent experimental realizations, we determine the spin
correlator along the z-direction

Cd =
1

Nd

1
S2

!

r ,s! !
d= r " s

! öSz

r
öSz

s " # ! öSz

r "! öSz

s " (3)

where the normalization Nd is the number of di! erent
two-point correlators at displacement d within # . The
correlator compares the number of parallel and anti-
parallel spin orientations on two sites separated byd, i.e.
is positive (negative) if parallel (anti-parallel) spin orien-
tations are preferred. Figure 2a showsCd for di! erent
temperatures. For the lowest temperature we Þnd spin
correlations alternating in sign even up to the largest dis-
tance of d = |d| = 10 across the entire disk, as expected
for an antiferromagnetic LRO state. We determine the
temperature of each sample by comparing the measured
nearest-neighbour correlatorC1 to quantum Monte Carlo
predictions at half-Þlling, which gives T/t = 0 .25(2) for
the lowest temperature (Methods).

As temperature increases, the strength of antiferromag-
netic order disappears rapidly, until for T/t = 0 .64(6)
only nearest-neighbour spin correlations remain. For a
quantitative analysis of the spin correlations we plot in
Fig. 2b a binned azimuthal average of the sign-corrected
spin correlator (# 1)iC

d

as a function of distanced (Meth-
ods). For large distancesd > 2 the measured correlation
functions exhibit an exponential scaling with distance,
veriÞed by Þtting N0 exp(# d/⇠) to each dataset, with the
correlation length ⇠ and N0 as free parameters (N0 the
same for all Þts). For our 2D system quantum ßuctuations
lead to an increase in spin correlations at short distances
d $ 2 above the exponential dependence, most promi-
nently visible in the nearest-neighbour correlator [39]. In
Fig. 2d we show the experimentally determined correla-
tion length as a function of temperature, which increases
dramatically at temperatures around T/t = 0 .4. For the
lowest temperature we Þnd⇠ = 8 .3(9) sites, which is ap-
proximately equal to the system size of 10 sites, as ex-
pected for LRO.

Mazurenko et al., arXiv:1612.08436
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Long-range anti-ferromagnet in 2D:

Mazurenko et al., arXiv:1612.08436
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FIG. 2. Observing antiferromagnetic long-range order. a, The spin correlator Cd is plotted for di↵erent displacements
d ranging across the entire sample for five temperatures T/t. We record > 200 images for each temperature (Methods).
Correlations extend across the entire sample for the coldest temperatures, whereas for the hottest temperature only nearest-
neighbour correlations remain. b, The sign-corrected correlation function (�1)iCd is obtained through an azimuthal average.
The exponential fits to the data (d > 2) are shown in blue, from which we determine the correlation length ⇠, and the fit of the
coldest sample is plotted in grey for comparison. c, The measured spin structure factor obtained from Fourier transformations of
single images. A peak at momentum qAFM = (⇡/a,⇡/a) signals the presence of an antiferromagnet. d, The measured correlation
length ⇠, fitted to Eq. (2), diverges exponentially as a function of temperature, and is comparable to the system size for the
lowest temperature. The inset is a semi-logarithmic plot of the same quantity versus inverse temperature. e, The measured
staggered magnetization mz increases drastically below temperatures T/t ⇡ 0.4. We find good agreement with quantum Monte
Carlo calculations of the Hubbard model, shown in grey. Error bars are computed as in (Methods).

The long-wavelength and low-temperature behaviour of
our system is expected to be well described by the quan-
tum non-linear � model [1, 40], which contains three fun-
damental ground-state parameters: the sublattice magne-
tization M , the spin sti↵ness constant ⇢

s

, and the spin-
wave velocity c. The spin sti↵ness quantifies the rigidity
of an ordered spin system upon a twist [41–43], and has
been calculated to be ⇢

s

/t ⇡ 0.13 for U/t = 7, slightly be-
low its Heisenberg value [44]. Since the temperatures and
correlation lengths are independently determined in our
experiment, we can directly obtain an experimental value
of ⇢

s

by fitting the dependence in Eq. (2) to the data.
The data shows excellent agreement with the predicted
exponential scaling of ⇠ with T�1 from Eq. (2). From the
fit we determine ⇢

s

/t = 0.16(1), which is larger than the
calculated value, possibly due to finite-size e↵ects (Meth-
ods).

Antiferromagnetic LRO in solid state systems is typ-
ically detected by neutron scattering or magnetic x-ray
scattering [45, 46]. These methods measure the spin
structure factor, given by

Sz(q) =
1

N

N!

r ,s2!

1

S2
hŜz

r Ŝ
z

s i exp(iq · (r � s)). (4)

along the z-direction. In a square lattice, antiferromag-
netic LRO manifests as a peak in the structure factor at
qAFM = (⇡/a,⇡/a), whose amplitude is directly related to
the staggered magnetization mz =

"
Sz(qAFM)/N . For

cold atom systems the spin structure factor can be mea-
sured from noise correlations or Bragg scattering of light
[15]. The site-resolved detection in our experiment allows
for a direct measurement of the spin structure factor, ob-
tained from averaging the squared Fourier transformation
of individual single-spin images (Methods). The same re-
sult is obtained when summing over all contributions of
the spin correlation function, see Extended Data Fig. 3.

For the lowest temperature we observe a sharp peak
in the structure factor at q = qAFM, which confirms
the presence of antiferromagnetic LRO, see Fig. 2c. For
increasing temperatures the amplitude of this peak de-
creases until it disappears for T/t & 0.64, indicating the
decay of LRO. At these elevated temperatures a broad
peak with low amplitude remains, which originates from
the remaining short-range spin correlations. We quan-
tify the ordering strength of the antiferromagnetic LRO
by the corrected staggered magnetization mz

c

(T ), which
subtracts uncorrelated contributions and is equal to mz

in the thermodynamic limit (Methods). While initially
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FIG. 2. Observing antiferromagnetic long-range order. a, The spin correlator Cd is plotted for di↵erent displacements
d ranging across the entire sample for five temperatures T/t. We record > 200 images for each temperature (Methods).
Correlations extend across the entire sample for the coldest temperatures, whereas for the hottest temperature only nearest-
neighbour correlations remain. b, The sign-corrected correlation function (�1)iCd is obtained through an azimuthal average.
The exponential fits to the data (d > 2) are shown in blue, from which we determine the correlation length ⇠, and the fit of the
coldest sample is plotted in grey for comparison. c, The measured spin structure factor obtained from Fourier transformations of
single images. A peak at momentum qAFM = (⇡/a,⇡/a) signals the presence of an antiferromagnet. d, The measured correlation
length ⇠, fitted to Eq. (2), diverges exponentially as a function of temperature, and is comparable to the system size for the
lowest temperature. The inset is a semi-logarithmic plot of the same quantity versus inverse temperature. e, The measured
staggered magnetization mz increases drastically below temperatures T/t ⇡ 0.4. We find good agreement with quantum Monte
Carlo calculations of the Hubbard model, shown in grey. Error bars are computed as in (Methods).

The long-wavelength and low-temperature behaviour of
our system is expected to be well described by the quan-
tum non-linear ! model [1, 40], which contains three fun-
damental ground-state parameters: the sublattice magne-
tization M , the spin sti↵ness constant "

s

, and the spin-
wave velocity c. The spin sti↵ness quantifies the rigidity
of an ordered spin system upon a twist [41–43], and has
been calculated to be "

s

/t ⇡ 0.13 for U/t = 7, slightly be-
low its Heisenberg value [44]. Since the temperatures and
correlation lengths are independently determined in our
experiment, we can directly obtain an experimental value
of "

s

by fitting the dependence in Eq. (2) to the data.
The data shows excellent agreement with the predicted
exponential scaling of # with T�1 from Eq. (2). From the
fit we determine "

s

/t = 0.16(1), which is larger than the
calculated value, possibly due to finite-size e↵ects (Meth-
ods).

Antiferromagnetic LRO in solid state systems is typ-
ically detected by neutron scattering or magnetic x-ray
scattering [45, 46]. These methods measure the spin
structure factor, given by

Sz(q) =
1

N

NX

r,s2⌦

1

S2
hŜz

r Ŝ
z

si exp(iq · (r � s)). (4)

along the z-direction. In a square lattice, antiferromag-
netic LRO manifests as a peak in the structure factor at
qAFM = ($/a, $/a), whose amplitude is directly related to
the staggered magnetization mz =

p
Sz(qAFM)/N . For

cold atom systems the spin structure factor can be mea-
sured from noise correlations or Bragg scattering of light
[15]. The site-resolved detection in our experiment allows
for a direct measurement of the spin structure factor, ob-
tained from averaging the squared Fourier transformation
of individual single-spin images (Methods). The same re-
sult is obtained when summing over all contributions of
the spin correlation function, see Extended Data Fig. 3.

For the lowest temperature we observe a sharp peak
in the structure factor at q = qAFM, which confirms
the presence of antiferromagnetic LRO, see Fig. 2c. For
increasing temperatures the amplitude of this peak de-
creases until it disappears for T/t & 0.64, indicating the
decay of LRO. At these elevated temperatures a broad
peak with low amplitude remains, which originates from
the remaining short-range spin correlations. We quan-
tify the ordering strength of the antiferromagnetic LRO
by the corrected staggered magnetization mz

c

(T ), which
subtracts uncorrelated contributions and is equal to mz

in the thermodynamic limit (Methods). While initially
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FIG. 2. Observing antiferromagnetic long-range order. a, The spin correlator Cd is plotted for di! erent displacements
d ranging across the entire sample for five temperatures T/t. We record > 200 images for each temperature (Methods).
Correlations extend across the entire sample for the coldest temperatures, whereas for the hottest temperature only nearest-
neighbour correlations remain. b, The sign-corrected correlation function (�1)iCd is obtained through an azimuthal average.
The exponential fits to the data (d > 2) are shown in blue, from which we determine the correlation length ⇠, and the fit of the
coldest sample is plotted in grey for comparison. c, The measured spin structure factor obtained from Fourier transformations of
single images. A peak at momentum qAFM = (⇡/a,⇡/a) signals the presence of an antiferromagnet. d, The measured correlation
length ⇠, fitted to Eq. (2), diverges exponentially as a function of temperature, and is comparable to the system size for the
lowest temperature. The inset is a semi-logarithmic plot of the same quantity versus inverse temperature. e, The measured
staggered magnetization mz increases drastically below temperatures T/t ⇡ 0.4. We find good agreement with quantum Monte
Carlo calculations of the Hubbard model, shown in grey. Error bars are computed as in (Methods).

The long-wavelength and low-temperature behaviour of
our system is expected to be well described by the quan-
tum non-linear � model [1, 40], which contains three fun-
damental ground-state parameters: the sublattice magne-
tization M , the spin sti! ness constant ⇢

s

, and the spin-
wave velocity c. The spin sti! ness quantifies the rigidity
of an ordered spin system upon a twist [41–43], and has
been calculated to be ⇢

s

/t ! 0.13 for U/t = 7, slightly be-
low its Heisenberg value [44]. Since the temperatures and
correlation lengths are independently determined in our
experiment, we can directly obtain an experimental value
of ⇢

s

by fitting the dependence in Eq. (2) to the data.
The data shows excellent agreement with the predicted
exponential scaling of ⇠ with T ! 1 from Eq. (2). From the
fit we determine ⇢

s

/t = 0.16(1), which is larger than the
calculated value, possibly due to finite-size e! ects (Meth-
ods).

Antiferromagnetic LRO in solid state systems is typ-
ically detected by neutron scattering or magnetic x-ray
scattering [45, 46]. These methods measure the spin
structure factor, given by

Sz(q) =
1

N

N!

r ,s" !

1

S2 "Ŝz

r Ŝ
z

s #exp(iq á(r $ s)). (4)

along the z-direction. In a square lattice, antiferromag-
netic LRO manifests as a peak in the structure factor at
qAFM = (⇡/a,⇡/a), whose amplitude is directly related to
the staggered magnetization mz =

"
Sz(qAFM )/N . For

cold atom systems the spin structure factor can be mea-
sured from noise correlations or Bragg scattering of light
[15]. The site-resolved detection in our experiment allows
for a direct measurement of the spin structure factor, ob-
tained from averaging the squared Fourier transformation
of individual single-spin images (Methods). The same re-
sult is obtained when summing over all contributions of
the spin correlation function, see Extended Data Fig. 3.

For the lowest temperature we observe a sharp peak
in the structure factor at q = qAFM , which confirms
the presence of antiferromagnetic LRO, see Fig. 2c. For
increasing temperatures the amplitude of this peak de-
creases until it disappears for T/t & 0.64, indicating the
decay of LRO. At these elevated temperatures a broad
peak with low amplitude remains, which originates from
the remaining short-range spin correlations. We quan-
tify the ordering strength of the antiferromagnetic LRO
by the corrected staggered magnetization mz

c

(T ), which
subtracts uncorrelated contributions and is equal to mz

in the thermodynamic limit (Methods). While initially
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FIG. 2. Observing antiferromagnetic long-range order. a, The spin correlator Cd is plotted for di ! erent displacements
d ranging across the entire sample for Þve temperatures T/t . We record > 200 images for each temperature (Methods).
Correlations extend across the entire sample for the coldest temperatures, whereas for the hottest temperature only nearest-
neighbour correlations remain. b, The sign-corrected correlation function ( ! 1)i Cd is obtained through an azimuthal average.
The exponential Þts to the data ( d > 2) are shown in blue, from which we determine the correlation length ! , and the Þt of the
coldest sample is plotted in grey for comparison. c, The measured spin structure factor obtained from Fourier transformations of
single images. A peak at momentum qAFM = ( " /a, " /a ) signals the presence of an antiferromagnet. d, The measured correlation
length ! , Þtted to Eq. (2), diverges exponentially as a function of temperature, and is comparable to the system size for the
lowest temperature. The inset is a semi-logarithmic plot of the same quantity versus inverse temperature. e, The measured
staggered magnetization mz increases drastically below temperatures T/t " 0.4. We Þnd good agreement with quantum Monte
Carlo calculations of the Hubbard model, shown in grey. Error bars are computed as in (Methods).

The long-wavelength and low-temperature behaviour of
our system is expected to be well described by the quan-
tum non-linear ! model [1, 40], which contains three fun-
damental ground-state parameters: the sublattice magne-
tization M , the spin sti! ness constant" s, and the spin-
wave velocity c. The spin sti! ness quantiÞes the rigidity
of an ordered spin system upon a twist [41Ð43], and has
been calculated to be" s/t ! 0.13 for U/t = 7, slightly be-
low its Heisenberg value [44]. Since the temperatures and
correlation lengths are independently determined in our
experiment, we can directly obtain an experimental value
of " s by Þtting the dependence in Eq. (2) to the data.
The data shows excellent agreement with the predicted
exponential scaling of# with T ! 1 from Eq. (2). From the
Þt we determine" s/t = 0 .16(1), which is larger than the
calculated value, possibly due to Þnite-size e! ects (Meth-
ods).

Antiferromagnetic LRO in solid state systems is typ-
ically detected by neutron scattering or magnetic x-ray
scattering [45, 46]. These methods measure the spin
structure factor, given by

Sz(q) =
1
N

N!

r,s" ⌦

1
S2 " öSz

r
öSz
s#exp(iq · (r $ s)) . (4)

along the z-direction. In a square lattice, antiferromag-
netic LRO manifests as a peak in the structure factor at
qAFM = ( $/a, $/a ), whose amplitude is directly related to
the staggered magnetizationmz =

"
Sz(qAFM )/N . For

cold atom systems the spin structure factor can be mea-
sured from noise correlations or Bragg scattering of light
[15]. The site-resolved detection in our experiment allows
for a direct measurement of the spin structure factor, ob-
tained from averaging the squared Fourier transformation
of individual single-spin images (Methods). The same re-
sult is obtained when summing over all contributions of
the spin correlation function, see Extended Data Fig. 3.

For the lowest temperature we observe a sharp peak
in the structure factor at q = qAFM , which conÞrms
the presence of antiferromagnetic LRO, see Fig. 2c. For
increasing temperatures the amplitude of this peak de-
creases until it disappears forT/t & 0.64, indicating the
decay of LRO. At these elevated temperatures a broad
peak with low amplitude remains, which originates from
the remaining short-range spin correlations. We quan-
tify the ordering strength of the antiferromagnetic LRO
by the corrected staggered magnetizationmz

c(T), which
subtracts uncorrelated contributions and is equal to mz

in the thermodynamic limit (Methods). While initially
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Standard picture of the magnetic polaron:

magnon âk

spin-less hole 
(holon)

ĥk

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥt

öH 0 =
X

k

!köa†köak

1/S expansion (basically Holstein-Primakoff)

Kane et al., PRB 39 (1989) Sachdev, PRB 39 (1989) Schmitt-Rink et al., PRL 60 (1988) Liu & Manousakis, PRB 45 (1992)
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Standard picture of the magnetic polaron:

Strong coupling             notoriously difÞcult!

Lack of free holon Hamiltonian!

spin-less holes are a 
poor starting point!

p̂h =
X

q

qĥ†
qĥq

P (ph ) = 1/N Polaron?!
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Strong-coupling theory:

Movement of the hole distorts 
the Neel state Ñ spin is carried 
by distortion!

Hole is bound to the fractional 
spin (spinon) at end of string (2D)!

Fractional spin excitation!

see also:   Bulaevskii et al., JETP 27 (1968),   Trugman, PRB 37 (1988)Grusdt et al., in prep.
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Generalized 1/S-expansion (sketch):

1/S expansion around distorted Neel state!

(Holstein-Primakoff)

2

FIG. 1. Hole hopping in an AFM. (a) For S = 1/ 2 the
hole distorts the AFM order in the spin environment. (b) For
large S, but using the S = 1/ 2 hole hopping operator, the
AFM order is not distorted but a spin excitation (magnon)
is created by the movement of the hole. (c) For large S the
hole hopping described by F̂ ij (S) exchanges the spin states
on neighboring sites and captures the distortion of the AFM
order around the hole.

Sz
j on neighboring sitesj by ± 1, it can not distort the

AFM Neel state when S > 1/2 is large, see Fig. 1 (a)
and (b). Moreover, it violates the SB constraint Eq. (9)
in this case. Therefore we expect that traditional large-S
expansions of the problem [2, 3] miss important features
in the description of the distortion of the AFM spin en-
vironment at S = 1/2.

To circumvent this problem and include strong distor-
tions of the AFM surrounding the hole, we suggest to
modify the Hamiltonian Eq. (10) for S > 1/2. We will
use the new Hamiltonian, where the hole hopping also
depends onS, to derive a large-S expansion of the mag-
netic polaron problem.

The key idea is to recall the physical origin of nearest-
neighbor (NN) hole hopping: The fermion next to the
hole switches place while its spin state remains un-
changed. ForS = 1/2 this process is accurately described
within the SB language by the operator öF ij (1/2). For
larger S > 1/2 we modify the deÞnition of the operator
öF ij (S) such that it fully captures large S spin exchange,
see Fig. 1 (c). Because writing öFij (S) in terms of SB
operators leads to a highly non-linear and cumbersome
expression, we deÞne it using eigenstates|n", n#ij of the
SBs on sitej,

öF ij (S) =
X

n"+n#=2S

|0, 0ij hn", n#| ⌦ |n", n#ii h0, 0|. (12)

Note that öF ij (S) only acts on the subspace with no SBs
on site i and 2S SBs on sitej.

A similar argument will be given below for the next-
nearest neighbor (NNN) hole hopping terms in Eq. (10),
see Sec. II E. Since they scale withJ we will ignore them
in the following derivation of our strong-coupling theory,
which is valid in the limit t � J . They will be included
at a later stage, however.

Classical Neel state.ÐSo far the new term in Eq. (12)
did not make our problem easier, instead it added ad-
ditional non-linearities. To understand why this step is
nevertheless useful, we proceed by discussing the classi-
cal Neel state around the hole which is the ground state
of the AFM Heisenberg model atT = 0. Without loss
of generality we assume that the orientation of the Neel
state is alongz-direction.

We start by introducing an Ising variable ÷! x
j on the

sites of the square lattice, which describes the orientation
of the local spin of lengthS,

÷! x
j =

(
+1 , "j

�1, #j
(13)

Note that ÷! x
j should be understood the AFM order pa-

rameter, which is purely classical so far. The Neel state
corresponds to a conÞguration where ÷! x

j = +1 on the A-
sublattice and ÷! x

j = �1 on theB-sublattice. To take this
staggering into account, we Þnd it convenient to deÞne
another Ising variable ! x

j by

! x
j =

(
÷! x
j , j 2 A

�÷! x
j , j 2 B

(14)

Therefore the Neel state corresponds to the conÞguration

! x
j ⌘ 1 for all j. (15)

We can add quantum ßuctuations around the classical
Neel state in the usual way [3, 4] using the Holstein-
Primako! approximation [5]. To this end we expand the
spin operators öSj around the classical orientation deter-
mined by the Ising variable ! x

j :

öSz
j = ± ! x

j

⇣
S � öa†j öaj

⌘
, (16)

öS
±! x

j
j =

p
2S öaj , öS

⌥! x
j

j =
p

2S öa†j , (17)

where the two cases± correspond to di! erent sublattice
indices, j 2 A (upper index) and j 2 B (lower index).

In the following we will use the classical Neel state with
! x

j ⌘ 1 and öa†j öaj = 0 as the vacuum, which we denote
by |0i. This state corresponds to the ground state of the
model in the Ising limit where öSi áöSj is replaced by öSz

i
öSz

j
in the Hamiltonian (2). Step by step we will include
quantum ßuctuations of the hole (öhj ) and of the spins
(! x

j and öaj ) in our e! ective model.
Already at this stage we can treat the free Heisenberg

Hamiltonian and its coupling to the classical distortion

Hole movement generates 
distortion of AFM order 
parameter

3

FIG. 2. Distortion of the AFM order by holes. When
a hole is hopping through the classical Neel state, (a) - (c),
it leaves behind a string (blue) of overturned spins. This in-
troduces excited bonds (green) around the string, which we
describe by the bond operators ö! x

! i,j " . How the hole hop-
ping on bond ! i, j " modiÞes the spin environment depends
on whether ö! x

! i,j " is excited or not. This is illustrated in (d)
where the hole crosses the string of a second hole.

of the AFM. Using Eq. (2) and keeping fluctuations âj
up to quadratic terms we derive

ĤH = �2NS2J + JS2
X

hi,ji

�
1� ⌧xi ⌧

x
j

�

+
JS

2

X

hi,ji

�
1 + ⌧xi ⌧

x
j

� ⇣
â†i âi + â†j âj + â†i â

†
j + âiâj

⌘

� JS

2

X

hi,ji

�
1� ⌧xi ⌧

x
j

� ⇣
â†i âi + â†j âj � â†i âj � âiâ

†
j

⌘
,

(18)

where N is the number of lattice sites.
Large-S hole hopping in the Neel state.ÐWhen the hole

is hopping through the large-S Neel state without fluc-
tuations (â†j âj = 0), it turns over the spins, resulting in
a change of the Ising order parameter ⌧xj . This intro-
duces bonds into the state where neighboring classical
spins point along the same direction, which are associ-
ated with an energy cost of order J . Instead of keeping
track of the Ising field ⌧xj to label spin states, we will
now introduce bond operators �̂x

hi,ji to label parallel spin
configurations:

�̂x
hi,ji = ⌧xj ⌧

x
i . (19)

The definition of bond operators has two key advan-
tages. First, it gives rise to a simple expression for the
classical energy (corresponding to the Ising-part of the
Hamiltonian) of the spin configuration: Every excited
bond �̂z

hi,ji = �1 is associated with an energy cost of

2S2J . This can be seen from Eq. (18) where only the
product ⌧xj ⌧

x
i shows up. Second, it makes the Z2 sym-

metry between up and down-spin states in our problem
apparent. We expect that this will become important
when situations with finite hole concentration per volume
are considered. The e! ective field theories suggested for
this situation possess various symmetries [6] which we
would like to associate with microscopic physical quanti-
ties within our model.

Now we can simplify the large-S hole-hopping term
⇠ t from Eqs. (10), (12) for a state without spin fluctu-
ations, â†j âj = 0. However, we allow for distortions �̂z

hi,ji
of the classical Neel state. Every hopping process leads
to excitation (or de-excitation) of neighboring bonds, de-
scribed by the operator �̂x

hi,ji. One easily confirms that
the Hamiltonian becomes

Ĥ(0)
h = t

X

hi,ji

ĥ†
j ĥi

Y

hk,ii

�̂z
hi,ki

1

2

⇣
1 + �̂x

hi,ji

⌘

+
Y

hk,ji

�̂z
hj,ki

1

2

⇣
1� �̂x

hi,ji

⌘�
+ h.c., (20)

as illustrated for a few examples in Fig. 2.

Large-S hole hopping and spin ßuctuations.ÐEq. (20)
describes the hopping of the hole in a classical Neel state
without quantum fluctuations, i.e. â†j âj = 0. Now we
discuss how the Hamiltonian is modified in the presence
of magnons, â†j âj 6= 0. According to Eq. (12) the state of
quantum fluctuations has to be swapped when the hole
is hopping between neighboring sites hi, ji. This process
is illustrated in Fig. 3.

In the following we will assume that the density of
quantum fluctuations is su" ciently small to truncate the
Hamiltonian at quadratic order in magnon operators âj .
I.e. we need to describe exactly all hopping processes be-
tween sites i and j involving zero or one magnon. Going
through the three possible magnon configurations |0, 0i,

FIG. 3. Hopping of quantum fluctuations caused by
the hole. When the hole is moving through the large- S Neel
state with quantum ßuctuations öa†

j öaj #= 0, it causes hopping of
these magnons when they collide, in addition to the distortion
of the Neel state described by ö! x

! i,j " .

Distortion = spinon + string

see also:   Bulaevskii et al., JETP 27 (1968),   Trugman, PRB 37 (1988)Grusdt et al., in prep.
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The ingredients of the theory:

number not conserved!

- Polaronic dressing!
- Decay of excited states!

magnon

effective mass:

Born-Oppenheimer:      
strong-coupling expansion!

holon

hopping within one sub-lattice

effective mass:spinon

Grusdt et al., in prep.
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Polaron =  impurity + some dressing

Bose polarons in a BEC
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Dynamics of Bose polarons in a BEC 
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Rich mesoscopic physics!

Strong mass enhancement 
observed in 1D!
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FIG. 1. Strongly coupled polarons in one dimension: (a) System sketch: we consider the problem of a mobile impurity
interacting with a quasi-one dimensional Bose gas. We perform calculations based on various theoretical methods, including
a RG approach and di! usion Monte Carlo (DMC) calculations. (b) Deep in the Bogoliubov regime the RG method yields
accurate results for the density proÞle of bosons around the impurity (i.e. the impurity-boson correlation function) even for
strong impurity-boson interactions. Importantly the RG improves predictions by simpler mean-Þeld (MF) calculations based
on an ansatz of uncorrelated phonons. Here we used a ratio of impurity-boson to boson-boson interaction strengths of ! = 1000
(very strong repulsion) and considered the case of high density with n0|aBB | = 144, where n0 is the density of the Bose gas and
aBB the one-dimensional boson-boson scattering length. (c) We also calculate the e! ective polaron mass M p and compare our
results to experimental measurements by Catani et al. [7]. In the weak-to-intermediate coupling regimes we obtain excellent
quantitative agreement between theory and experiment, without any free Þtting parameters.

that 1D systems are special is the unphysical logarithmic
infrared divergence of the polaron energy, which is ab-
sent in higher dimensions. The physical origin of this
divergence is the enhanced role of quantum ßuctuations
in 1D systems. These are essentially the same ßuctua-
tions that are responsible for the absence of true Bose-
Einstein condensation in homogeneous 1D systems even
at zero temperature [27, 28].

Theoretical issues raised above provide a considerable
challenge for quantitative analysis of the experiment [7],
where 1D Bose polarons have been realized at strong cou-
plings for the Þrst time. In fact, even in the weak coupling
regime, the agreement of the measured e! ective polaron
mass with earlier theoretical calculations based on the
e! ective Fr¬ohlich Hamiltonian has not been satisfactory.
In order to obtain quantitative agreement, the impurity-
boson coupling had to be multiplied by a factor of 3.15
in Ref. [7]. Moreover, at stronger couplings a saturation
of the e! ective mass has been observed [7], which lacked
theoretical explanation so far.

Most of the earlier theoretical work focused on equi-
librium properties of polarons. The experiments with
polarons that have been carried out in 1D quantum
gases so far, including measurements by Catani et al. [7],
all probed non-equilibrium impurity dynamics [29, 30].
Thus theoretical analysis has to study not only strongly
interacting systems, but also understand its dynamical
properties and their connection to equilibrium quanti-
ties. This provides an additional challenge, since most
of the standard tools, such as Monte-Carlo methods, are
not applicable. First steps in this direction have been
taken in Refs. [31, 32].

In this paper we address the questions raised above
and provide a detailed theoretical analysis of the Bose
polaron problem in one dimension. We consider a mo-
bile impurity of mass M interacting with a 1D Bose
gas, see Fig. 1(a). We then compare our theoretical
methods, which leads us to an understanding of which
terms in the microscopic Hamiltonian contribute most to
the polaron properties. As an example, in Fig. 1(b) we
show that the depletion of the Bose gas around the im-
purity can be described accurately by a semi-analytical
renormalization-group (RG) approach [16, 33, 37] when
the Bose gas is deep in the Bogoliubov regime. Moreover,
we use our theoretical methods to analyze the experiment
by Catani et al. [7] in detail. In particular we calculate
the e! ective polaron mass. In the weak-to-intermediate
coupling regimes we obtain excellent agreement with the
experimental data, see Fig. 1 (c). Our results moreover
provide an important test case for theories of Bose po-
larons at strong couplings, applicable also in higher di-
mensions [33].

A special feature of our work is the comparison of ana-
lytical analysis with numerical calculations based on the
di! usion Monte Carlo (DMC) method [34Ð36], supple-
mented by variational Monte Carlo (VMC) calculations.
In addition we present results from time-dependent MF
simulations, following Refs. [23, 38], to study impurity
dynamics.

Our paper is organized as follows. After brießy sum-
marizing our main results in the following section, we
introduce the model in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we consider
the weak coupling limit and compare our calculations to
the experimental data from Ref. [7]. We discuss the e! ect

Hole-doped anti-ferromagnets

Strong-coupling theory of magnetic polarons

Future: dynamics, magnon dressing , bindingÉ

1D: spin-charge separation

2D: pre-spin charge separation
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